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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Our research has advanced our understanding of applying anomalous mental phenomena to practical 

problems and lead us toward a comprehensive theoretical model for the phenomena.· During the con

tract period ending-29 July 1994, we have: 

• Clearly demonstrated that using AC as a technique to send messages is not a productive purSUIt. 

All of the experiments that we conducted for this year produced highly significant evidence for anoma

lous mental phenomena. We interpret this success, which is 20 times chance, to our expanding under

standing of the protocols, mechanisms, and psychology that are responsible for a high level of function

ing. The magnitude of our AC effects exceed the value that is considered robust by the psychology 

research community . 

• This report constitutes our final deliverable under contact number MDA908-93-C-0004. 
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II. TECHNICAL OVERVIEW 

In this section we provide a technical overview of the activity which was conducted under contract num

ber MDA -004. The technical details of the experiments can be found in the Appendices. 

1. Biophysical Measurements 
These tasks were to search for possible physiological correlates to anomalous cognition (Ae) function

ing. If such correlations could be found, they would directly lead to improved application and laborato

ry results. 

1.1 Remote Observation Experiment 
A series of experiments has been conducted in the U.S. in which it is claimed that a receiver's electrical 

properties of the skin (i.e., electrodermal response) can be influenced by a remote observer. This is a 

laboratory example of a frequently reported anecdote: after entering a crowded room, you "sense" that 

you are being stared at and discover that you are correct. 

A complete write-up of our experiment, which includes the history, methodology, and results can be 

found in Appendix A; however, we summarize the findings here. 

Tho experiments were conducted to measure the extent to which people are able to unconsciously de

tect another person staring at them from a distance. A close-circuit television set-up was employed in 
which a video camera was focused on the experimental volunteer (Observee) while a person in another 

room (Observer) concentrated on the image of the distant person as displayed on a color monitor; this 

procedure was used to preclude any conventional sensory contact between the two people. During the 

experimental session, the Observee's galvanic skin responses were monitored. An automated and com

puterized system was programmed to record and average the physiological responses of the Observee 

during 32 30-second monitoring periods. A random sequence was used to schedule 16 periods of re

mote observation and 16 control periods when no observation efforts were attempted. A within-sub

jects evaluation was made for each experimental session with a comparison between the mean amount 

of autonomic nervous system activity during the experimental and control conditions. Thenty four ses-

• References may be found at the end of the document. 
t Please see Section III on page 27 for a definition of terms. 
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sions were conducted in each of two experiments. As predicted, both experiments yielded significantly 

more autonomic activity during the remote observation periods as compared to control periods (Ex
periment 1: t=1.878, df = 23, P < 0.036; Experiment 2: t=2652, df = 23, P < 0.014). As pre-planned, 

the two experiments were combined to increase the statistical power, yielding a significant t-score of 

2.652 (df = 47, P < 0.005). 

There are two competing anomalous mental phenomena descriptions for these results. Given that this 

experiment represents successful replication of a number of such experiments, we do not include the 

possibility that these results are a rare or chance statistical deviation. The question we pose for future 

experiments is: Is this effect causal (i.e., the Observer forces the skin parameters to be different than 

they would otherwise be) or informational (i.e., the Observee is AC-sensitive to know when he/she is 

been stared at and responds accordingly)? The methodology we used in our experiment was primarily 

designed to replicate both US and FSU similar experiments rather than to answer this particular ques

tion. Although most of our analyses of so-called anomalous perturbation (AP) experiments demon

strate informational mechanisms, we have recently analyzed a bio-AP experiment that statistically fa

vored the causal explanation. Determining the mechanism is very important because it will dictate the 

potential applications for this type of phenomenon. 

1.2 Central Nervous System Response to AC Signals 
The objective of this effort was to test the hypothesis that physiological responses to AC stimuli re

semble those which occur in response to identical direct visual stimuli. 

1.2.1 Background 

As part of the research tasking for FY 1993, we had been asked to conduct an investigation of the rela

tionship between the central and/or the peripheral nervous system and AC. In this section, we review 

the pertinent literature and provide a justification for the effort. 

1.2.1.1 Prior Research 

We only consider AC experiments that use complex material for targets. While there have been sub

stantial numbers of experiments in which symbols have been used as targets (Honorton, 1975; Honor

ton and Ferarri, 1989), we will not include that data as part of the behavioral evidence for AC. 

In 1976, Puthoff and Thrg (1976) published the results of a series of experiments in what was then called 

remote viewing. In 51 trials, their results led to an overall effect size of O.960±Q.140 which corresponds 

to a 6.80 effect. In behavioral terms, Cohen (1988) would classify this effect as large. 

As part of our FY 1991-1992 effort, we were asked to use magneto encephalography (MEG) to investi

gate how, or if, the central nervous system (CNS) responds to "visual" stimuli that are physically and 

sensorially isolated from a receiver. The reasoning behind this request was that during an earlier inves

tigation in FY 1988, we observed, what was suspected to be, instantaneous phase shifts of the dominant 

alpha rhythm concomitant with such stimuli. That study itself was originally thought of as a conceptual 

replication of even earlier work in which alphapowerchanges were putatively induced with remote visu

al stimuli (Rebert and Thrner, 1974; May, Thrg, and Puthoff, 1977). 

As we stated in our final report (May, Luke, and Lantz, 1992), the FY 1992 study did not replicate the 

FY 1988 finding (May, Luke, Trask, and Frivold, 1990b). Because of our technical and methodological 

Approved For Release 2002/05/17 : CIA-RDP96-00789R003200240001-0 3 
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improvements, we concluded that the 1988 results were likely to be spurious. We can, however, specify a 

number of possible arguments why the 1988 study failed to replicate: 

• AC does not exist. 

• AC exists, but the conditions were not conducive for quaJity AC functioning. 

• AC exists, but the target system (Le., 100 mi11isecond sinusoidaJ gratings in the lower left visual field 
of the receiver) did not constitute an appropriate stimulus. 

We address these issues in order. 

[

The verification of the existence of AC is an epistemologicaJ problem. The definition of AC is a nega

tive one; we are able to describe what AC is not, but there is no statement about what AC is other than 

methodologica1. Colloquially, we might say AC is a form of information transfer when, according to the 

currently understood laws of physics, the retrieval of informatioJl is impossible. Thus, we say AC exists 

if a statistically valid anomaly is observed under the proP(~~~~~~IOgiCal conditions: _~~ Il/{) 

Since replication is better than distribution theory, it is important to define what replication means in a 

2-0 domain. Professor Utts, from the statistics department at the University of California at Davis, has 

provided a good operational definition, which is based on standard power analysis (Utts, 1988). Since 

1975, there have been four major articles published in the reviewed literature that analyze substantial 

numbers of experiments that portend AC. All but one use the modern methods of meta-analysis to 

determine the final conclusion for each collection of studies. It is important to realize that in all these 

analyses, all the published data are included. In addition, the techniques of meta-analysis allow for re

sponsible estimates of the number of studies that "failed" and were not published. 

(1) In "Error Some Place!" Honorton critically reviewed card-guessing experiments, which were con
ducted between 1934 and 1939 (Honorton, 1975). The AC-targets in these studies were five geo
metric symbols; circle, square, wavy lines, star, and cross. In almost 800,000 individual card trials 
that were obtained after the targets had been specified (Le., real-time AC), the weighted effect size 
was E = 0.013±0.001, which corresponds to an overall combined effect of 12.70. This analysis, 
however, was completed before the techniques of meta-analysis were known. Improvements, 
which include the analysis of experiment quality, can be found in the next example. 

(2) Using the tools of modern meta-analysis, Honorton reviewed the precognition (i.e., a target is ran
domly generated after the trial had been obtained) card-guessing database (Honorton and Ferarri, 
1989). This analysis included 309 separate studies reported by 62 investigators. Nearly two million 
individual trials were contributed by more the 50,000 subjects. The combined effect size was E = 
0.020±O.002, which corresponds to an overall combined effect of 11.40. Tho important results 
emerge from Honorton's analysis. First, it is often stated by critics that the best results are from 
studies with the least methodologicaJ controls. To check this hypothesis, Honorton devised an 
eight-point quality measure (e.g., automated recording of data, proper randomization techniques) 
and scored each study with regard to these measures. There was no significant correlation between 
study quality and study score. Second, if researchers improved their experiments over time, one 
would expect a significant correlation of study quality with date of publication. Honorton found r = 
0.246, df = 307, p < 2 xlO-7• In brief, Honorton concludes that a statistical anomaly exists in this 
data that cannot be explained by poor study quality or a large variety of other hypothesis. 

(3) In examining AC with complex visual targets, Bem and Honorton analyzed 11 separate studies in
volving a total of 329 trials (Bem and Honorton, 1994). They report a combined effect size of E = 
0.159±0.055, which corresponds to 2.890. We wish to call attention to the fact that this effect size is 
approximately eight times larger than the effect size reported for studies where the targets are sym
bols. Since effect sizes are relative measures above mean chance expectation, this result is one, of 

Approved For Release 2002/05/17 : CIA-RDP96-00789R003200240001-0 4 
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many, which suggest that the statistically simpler target system of five symbols does not produce as 
much AC as do complex targets. 

(4) Radin and Nelson (1989) provide, in Foundations of Physics, a meta-analysis of a different form of 
AC. The targets were randomly changing binary bits whose random nature was usually derived ei
ther from electronic noise or radioactive decay. Similar to Honorton's work, they assigned a 
16-point quality rating to over 800 individual studies conducted by 68 investigators from 1959 to 
1987. They compute an overall weighted effect size of approximately E = (3. O±O.5) X 1O-~ which 
corresponds to 60. They also find no correlation between study quality and study score. 

An independent analysis of these statistics can be found in Statistical Sciences, which is a journal that 

invites and publishes contributions and substantial critical comments by recognized leaders in the field 

of statistics (Utts, 1991). Although Utts focuses her attention on the meta-analyis of the Ganzfeld, her 

analysis, discussion, and defense of the commentary are noteworthy. 

These effects are small. Th illustrate a point about replication, we will compute, using standard power 

analysis, the probability that a new study will demonstrate significant (i.e., p < 0.05) evidence for AC. If 

we assume that the actual AC-effect size is given by E = 0.159 then the probability of observing a signifi

cant outcome in 50 trials is only 30%. Although this is six times chance expectation of 5%, there remains 

a 70% likelihood that this study would "fail" to replicate. It is exactly this type of realization that is 

responsible for a shift in the determination of replication from p-values to effect sizes. 

It is clear from these analyses that there is incontrovertible evidence that a statistical, albeit small, in

formation-transfer anomaly exists that cannot be accounted for by methodological issues or fraud. 

Thus, we were strongly motivated to continue our investigations of the CNS in order to identify how the 

brain responds to AC stimuli. 

1.2.1.2 Conditions for Quality AC Functioning 

One of the problems associated with our earlier CNS investigations is that we did not obtain concom

itant behavioral measures of AC. Many experiments and discussions about what constitutes an AC

conducive state can be found in the parapsychology literature. It is beyond the scope of this report to 

provide an analysis of this research, and there remains substantial disagreement among the researchers 

on this point. In Ganzfeld studies, for example, it is assumed that reducing somatisensory noise en

hances AC, yet in our experiments we observe equivalent or larger effect sizes without the reduction. 

Lacking reliable research results on this point, it has been our view that the "ideal" environment for AC 

would not be much different than what might be needed to perform any high-level mental task. For 

example, the best environment for a person to read and understand a novel might also be sufficient for 

producing AC. In most all of our AC experiments, receivers are seated in a quiet and comfortable room 

with few external distractions. The atmosphere is cordial, yet business like. On the one hand, we would 

like to have the receivers be attentive (i.e., we suspect that too relaxed or asleep is not helpful); yet on 

the other hand, we do not want them to be distracted. Under these conditions, we routinely observe 

large effect sizes for AC. 

In our MEG investigations, receivers were required to recline, face down, on a wooden table in a dark, 

technically complex room for approximately 30 minuets. A large device (Le., the MEG and its 

associated liquid helium flask) was comfortably touching the back of their heads. In addition, they were 

instructed to mC've as little as possible and relax as much as possible. Some receivers complained that 

Approved For Release 2002/05/17 : CIA-RDP96-00789R003200240001-0 5 
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various body parts fell "asleep," and that the experience was not particularly pleasant; other receivers 

did not mind the setup. No receivers, however, found the experience enjoyable. 

We suspect that since this environment was sufficiently different from our usual one, it may have failed 

to provide a conducive atmosphere to elicit AC functioning. 

1.2.1.3 larget Systems 

The meta-analysis of the historical databases clearly show a preference for certain target systems. For 

example, as we have shown above, complex visual targets provided better AC than do simple geometric 

symbols. In addition, Bern and Honorton have demonstrated a statistical preference for even more 

complex targets th<:J:n static photographs. They observed a significant difference in the Ganzfeld favor

ing video segments from popular movies over single photographs. There is no evidence in the literature 

to suggest that a 100-mi11isecond long sinusoidal grating constitutes a viable AC target. In fact, our en

tropy results suggest that it would not be a good target, because it's total change of Shannon entropy is 

small (May, Spottiswoode, and James, 1994). 

1.2.1.4 Conclusions 

Except for the alpha blocking experiment done at SRI in the early 70's, we have not been able to observe 

CNS correlates to AC functioning. We think that this may have resulted because of methodological 

issues. In the remainder of this section, we describe a much-improved approach that remedies the prob

lems of the previous methodologies. 

1.2.2 Protocol 

1.2.2.1 Introduction 

Using an electroencephalograph (EEG), we corrected the shortcomings of the previous work. Each 

stage of the investigation was built upon the results to date, and represented only modest extensions to 

the previous stage. In addition, we used traditional EEG methods for data collection and analysis so 

that comparisons with the established literature were straight forward.· We assumed that AC exists in 

general (Le., within the framework discussed above); however, our approach included a "local" verifica

tion of AC's existence. 

Consider event-related desynchronization (ERO). Spontaneous EEG reveals short-lasting, task- or 

event-related amplitude changes in rhythmic activity within the alpha band (Le., 8 to 12 Hz). This am

plitude change or desynchronization is one of the elementary phenomena in EEG. It was first described 

by Berger (1930) in scalp EEG as alpha blocking, and was later termed ERO by Pfurtscheller and Arani

bar (1977). EROs can be quantified as a function of time and can then be used to study cortical activa

tion patterns during the planning of motor behavior (Pfurtscheller and Aranibar, 1979), sensory stimu

lation, and cognitive processes (Pfurtscheller, Undinger and Klimesch, 1986; Klimesch, Pfurtscheller and 

LindingerKlimesh, 1987; and Sergeant, Geuze, and Van Winsum, 1987). Kaufman, Schwartz, Salustri 

and Williamson (1990) provide a more recent example of cognitive-process-related EROs, which they 

call alpha suppression. They found a significantly shorter ERD when subjects simply responded to a 

target stimulus, compared with the ERD that occurred when a subject had to search visual memory to 

determine whether the target matched one previously presented. Because ERDs arise from external 

• For these investigations, we didnotrequire thespecialpropertiesofa MEG (e.g., source localization), soweused the less com
plex and more readily available EEG technology. 

Approved For Release 2002/05/17 : CIA-RDP96-00789R003200240001-0 6 
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stimuli, cognitive tasks, or motor functions, they are a likely variable to use to study how the CNS might 

respond to AC stimuli. It would be odd, indeed, if AC was the only stimulus that did not produce an ERD. 

1.2.2.2 Thrget Stimuli 

Th overcome the potential problems associated with the earlier stimuli, we used throughout this study 

our standard National Geographic target pool. These images are complex, but there is an increasing 

database in our laboratory that shows they are suitable for targets in AC experiments. In addition, the 

results of the meta-analyses, which were described above, show a significant preference for complex 

target systems as opposed to symbols or 1oo-millisecond long sinusoidal gratings. Our target pool was 

digitized for later display on a laboratory PC. Figure 1 shows the stimulus timing. During a trial, a ran

domly selected photograph was displayed for one second with an inter-stimulus interval (lSI) of 3 seconds. 

o 1 4 5 8 
Time (Seconds) 

Figure 1. Stimulus Timing. 

While this stimulus-post stimulus pattern is fIxed throughout the session, what happens in a stimulus 

window is counter balanced between two stimulus types and random. We created a digital "image" that 

was technically identical to the target images (e.g., same resolution, size) except that the color was nu

merically identical to the background color of the display. These pseudo stimuli could not be detected 

visually and, thus, served as a within run control. 

1.2.2.3 Receivers 

We asked three of our best receivers, 009, 372, and 389 to participate in the experimen t. Because of the 

pilot nature of this approach, we did not set the total number of trials; rather, time and receiver avail

ability determined the number of trials for each receiver. 

1.2.2.4 'Irial Protocol 

The following was the sequence of events for each trial: 

(1) The receiver was wired at the standard positions for right and left hemisphere EEG for occipital 
and parietal measurements referenced to CZ (Le., the center of the top of the scalp). 

(2) The receiver was seated in a sound-attenuated and electrically shielded room that is commonly 
used for such measurements. 

(3) One of two possible random sequences for pseudo and target stimuli was selected randomly, and 
the trial was initiated. 

(4) The receiver was instructed to silently obtain AC data for the first fIve minutes. 

(5) The receiver debriefed his/her experience during the next fIve minutes in words and drawings. 

(6) After the response had been collected, the receiver was presented visually with the exact same stim
ulus pattern that was used in the first five minute interval as feedback. 

Approved For Release 2002/05/17 : CIA-RDP96-00789R003200240001-0 7 
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After a brief rest, a second trial was conducted, which was identical to the first except that a new target 

was selected randomly and the second possible stimulus order was used in step 3 above. 

1.2.2.5 AC-Behavior Analysis 

An analyst who was otherwise blind to the experiment and trial details, was given a target pack number 

that contained the original target and four decoy photographs in random order. The analyst's task was 

to rank-order the five targets from best to worst match to the trial behavior response (i.e., writings and 

drawings). With the usual sum-of-rank statistic, we could determine the overall level of AC functioning 

in the study, for each receiver, and determine the level of AC for each trial. 

1.2.2.6 ERD Analy.~is 

The EEG record for each trial contains continuous samples at 500 samples/second for five minutes of 

AC-stimuli and five minutes for direct stimuli (i.e., feedback of the target visually). Each epoch con

tained random sequences of stimuli and pseudo stimuli. These data were low pass filtered to avoid 

aliasing, then reduced by five, yielding an effective sampling rate of IOO/second. The alpha content (i.e., 

7.81 to 12.7 Hz) was extracted with a 32-pole, FIR, zero phase shift, digital filter, and the alpha power 

was estimated by the ensemble square. 

We computed an ERD template for each receiver. For each direct stimulus during the feedback five 

minute interval, the alpha power wao; ensemble averaged and normalized by the average alpha power 

for one second of prestimulus time. The resulting ERDs were averaged to produce the template for 

each trial. Figure 2 shows a typical ERD from one such calculation for receiver 372. We see that for 

direct stimuli we expect a latency of approximately 0.5 second (Le, time after stimulus onset), an 85% 

reduction in alpha power and approximately two seconds for recovery. 

This template was cross correlated with the data during the AC-portion of the trial. That is, for each 

stimulus and for each pseudo stimulus, the maximum of the absolute value of the cross correlation for 

±0.2 seconds surrounding the stimulus time was accumulated separately for each stimulus type. A stan

dard non-parametric sum-of-ranks method was used to compare the resulting two distributions. 

~ 
@ 

..l:i 
U 
~ 

0.5 

.§ 0.0 t-=:=---'-c--+-----------f------; 
..... 
l;l 
~ 
11) 

.!:::l 
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-1.0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

-1 a 1 2 .3 

Time (s) 

Figure 2. Average ERD Normalized by Pre-Stimulus Mean. 
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1.2.3 Results and Discussion 

Thble 1 shows the results of the blind rank-order jUdging for the three receivers; 

Thble 1. 

ACResults 

Receiver 'll'ials <Rank> ES P-value 

009 18 2.389 0.432 0.033 

372 24 2.500 0.354 0.042 

389 28 2.750 0.177 0.175 

Total 70 2.571 0.303 0.006 

'IWo receivers produced independently significant evidence for AC and the combined data were also 

significant. Thus we have corrected one of the shortcomings of our earlier efforts; we have independent 

evidence for AC. 

Thble 2 shows the results of the non-parameter Wilcoxon sum-of-ranks test between the distributions 

resulting from the pseudo- and AC-stimuli. 

Since the total number of stimuli per receiver was over 1600, the statistics shown in Table 2 are not en

couraging. That is, given we observed significant evidence for AC, how is it that we do not see a signifi

cant CNS response? 

Thble 2. 

Wilcoxon Statistics for ERDs 

Receiver Z-score P-value (2t) 

009 -0.758 0.448 

372 1.509 0.132 

389 0.930 0.352 

Total 0.938 0.175 

To detennine the overall sensitivity of our signal detection methodology, we inserted template ERD's 

into copies of the EEG data. Averaged over all receivers, we found that a 0.2 % change from pre-stimu

lus alpha would lead to a significant difference between the distributions resulting from the AC-stimuli 

and the pseudo stimuli. This high sensitivity arises primarily because we have over 1600 stimuli per 

receiver and because the cross correlations technique (i.e., frequently referred to as a matched filter) 

can be shown to be the best possible signal detection algorithm in a noise environment. Yet, with this 

sensitivity we did not observe a statistically significant ERD. We must examine some of our basic as

sumptions, if we are to understand this result. 

One assumption is that a putative ERD would result, on the average, from every AC-stimulus. To test 

this, we re-analyzed the behavioral data post hoc. Rank-order analysis does not usually indicate the 

Approved For Release 2002/05/17 : CIA-RDP96-00789R003200240001-0 9 
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absolute quality of theAC. For example, a response that is a near-perfect description of the target re

ceives a rank of one. But a response which is barely matchable to the target may also receive a rank of 

one. Thble 3 shows the rating scale that we used to perform a blind assessment of the quality of theA C 

responses, regardless of their rank. 

Thble 3. 

0-7 Point Assessment Scale 

Score Description 

7 
Excellent correspondence, including good analytical detail, with essentially no 
incOrrect information 

6 
Good correspondence with good analytical information and relatively little 
incorrect information. 

S 
Good correspondence with unambiguous unique matchable elements, but 
some incorrect information. 

4 Good correspondence with several matchable elements intermixed with 
incorrect information. 

3 Mixture of correct and incorrect elements, but enough of the former to indicate 
receiver has made contact with the site. 

2 Some correct elements, but not sufficient to suggest results beyond chance 
expectation. 

1 Little correspondence. 

0 No correspondence. 

To apply this subjective scale to anA C trial, an analyst begins with a score of seven and determines if the 

description for that score is correct. Unot, then the analyst tries a score of six and so on. In this way the 

scale is traversed from seven to zero until the score-description seems reasonable for the trial. 

We thought that by analyzing the EEG data only when the AC functioning was high, we might have a 

better chance of detecting an ERD. Unfortunately, we found no statistical change of the Wilcoxon Z

scores only using data from the upper portions of the scale shown in Thble 3. Thus, we must examine our 

assumptions further. 

One implicit assumption in the search for AC-ERDs is that there is a direct casual and temporally stable 

link between the stimulus and the response. That is, since the data analysis involves an ensemble aver

age over time, we must assume that changes in spontaneous alpha that are not associated with the stim

ulus will be averaged out of the ensemble. It may be, however, that AC is more complex. In Honorton's 

meta-analysis of the precognition data (Honorton and Ferrari, 1989), the precognition of complex visu

al targets reported by Jahn (1982), and the anecdotal reports of many of our receivers all suggest that 

AC may not be stable in time. 

One explanation for the significant improvement in AC when complex targets are used instead of sym

bols may be related to imagery. If a receiver knows the stimulus set (e.g., in the case of Zener cards; star, 

cross, square, circle and wavy lines) then he or she is likely unable to differentiate between a vivid inter

nal image of one of the symbols, which results from memory or imagination, and a putative "signal" 

resulting from AC. In the case of more complex targets, such as National Geographic photographs, 
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there may be a lesser tendency to remember all possible combinations of elements one may find in such 

a target pool. If this speculation is correct, then internal imagery is a source of noise, and we might not 

expect to see changes in occipital alpha. 

Some receivers report that their internal experiences tend to be kinesthetic rather than visual. These 

ideas have not been formally tested in the laboratory, yet they are commonly reported by many of our 

excenent receivers. We have assumed that the CNS will respond as if the AC-signal stimulates neurons 

near the visual cortex. Given that we were unable to take survey data over the entire scalp, it is possible 

that we might not have positioned the EEG electrodes for optimal detection of an AC response. 

We recommend that we adopt the new technology of functional magnetic resonance imaging, which can 

survey the entire CNS. In addition, we suggest that we optimize the target pool to contain the largest 

possible gradient of Shannon entropy. This should be the best possible next step to observe the CNS's 

response to an AC stimulus. 

2. Data Patterns/Parameter Correlations 
The task of this section was to identify parameters that would potentially lead to an increase of AC func

tioning and assist in determining optimal protocols for potential applications. 

2.1 The Gradient of Shannon's Entropy 
The primary activity in this category was to determine if the total change of Shannon entropy could be 

confirmed as an intrinsic target variable. This effort constituted a replication of our finding during the 

1992-1993 period, and led to three papers that have been accepted for publication at the Parapsycholog

ical Annual Convention. We include these three papers as Appendices B, C, and D and summarize 

their findings here. 

The Ganzfeld experiments as summarized by Bern and Honorton (1994) suggest that using dynamic 

targets produces stronger results than using static ones. Bern and Honorton, however, only analyzed 

Ganzfeld studies that included the use of a sender. Since it is known that a sender is not a necessary 

requirement in forced-choice trials, we designed and carried out a study to see if a sender is required in 

non-Ganzfeld, free-response trials. In the first of two experiments, five experienced receivers partici

pated in 40 trials each, 10 in each condition of a 2x2 design to explore sender and target type. We 

observed significant effects for static targets (Le., exact sum-of-rank probability ofp < 0.0073, effect 

size = 0.248, n=100), chance results for dynamic targets (i.e.,p < 0.500, effect size = 0.000, n = 100), 

and no interaction effects between sender and target-type conditions. One receiver slightly favored the 

no sender condition (F(1,36) = 4.43, p < 0.04), while another slightly favored static targets (F(1,36) = 
5.47, p < 0.04). We speculate that these surprising results (Le., favoring static over dynamic targets) 

arose, in part, because of the difference between a topically unbounded dynamic target pool and a topi

cally restrictive static pool. In a second experiment, we redesigned the dynamic pool to match more 

closely the properties of the static pool. Four of the receivers from the first study participated in at least 

20 trials each, 10 in each target-type condition. No senders were used throughout this experiment. We 

observed a significant increase in anomalous cognition for the new dynamic targets (X2 = 9.942, df = 1, 

F < 1.6 x 10-3), and an increase in anomalous cognition for the static targets (X2 = 3.158, df = 1, P < 
0.075). We conclude that a sender is not a necessary requirement for free-response anomalous cogni-
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tion. A rank-order analysis showed no target-type dependencies in the second study (X2 = 0, df = 1, P < 
05), but a rating analysis revealed some difference favoring dynamic targets (t = 1.32, df = 68, p < 
0.096) for the significant receivers. Based on our analysis, we beJieve a fundamental argument suggests 

that in free-response anomalous cognition experiments, dynamic targets should be better than static 

ones. 

The experimental result, however, was surprising-it was directly opposite to the results th'iif were 

derived from the Ganzfeld database. The topics of the dynamic targets were virtually unlimited, where- i 
as the topics for the static targets were constrained in content, size of cognitive elements, and range of ) 

affect. In our second experiment, we redesigned the target pools to correct this unbalance and observe<y/ 

significant improvement ofAe functioning. We incorporate these findings into a definition of target 

pool bandwidth and propose that the proper selection of bandwidth will lead to a reduction of incorrect 

information in free-responseAC. 

Based upon our early entropy result and using the knowledge gained about the target pool bandwidth, 

we propose that the average total change of Shannon's entropy is a candidate for an intrinsic target 

property. We find a significant correlation of the gradient of Shannon's entropy (Spearman's (} = 0.337, 

df = 31, t = 1.99, P < 0.028) with an absolute measure of the quality of the anomalous cognition. This 

result is a successful replication of our 1992 finding. 

Our identification of an intrinsic target property that correlates with the quaJity of AC is an extremely 

important finding. Not only does it instruct us to select better target material for laboratory studies, but 

it also guides us in task selection for practical applications. 

2.2 Senders In the Ganzfeld 
Another primary activity in this category was to assess the role of a sender in an AC experiment. We 

subcontracted to the Psychology Department at the University of Edinburgh to conduct a detailed test 

using the methodology of the Ganzfeld. Appendix E contains their final reports which detail their ex

periment and results. We summarize their findings in this section. 

The Ganzfeld methodology differs in three fundamental ways from our usual AC experiment: 

(1) A mild altered state is used to elicit AC functioning. 

(2) Senders are used in a "telepathic" modality. 

(3) The receivers perform their own the rank-order judging in the analysis of the data. 

Otherwise the Ganzfeld protocol is similar to ours. A receiver is asked to register his/her impression of 

an isolated target that is randomly selected from a pre-defined set. We asked Dr. Robert L. Morris to 

use this methodology to determine the role of the sender. As they will be reporting at the next Parapsy

chological Association Annual Convention, they found, as we did, that a sender is not a necessary partic

ipant in successful AC experiments. In addition, they were able to show that the sender may not partici

pate in any significant way in the process. As a consequence of this experiment, they are considering 

dropping the sender in all of their future experiments. 

While it is agreed that perhaps for psychological reasons, some receivers may produce better results 

with a sender, there appear to be no mechanistic arguments favoring the use of a sender. 
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2.3 a-Sort Personality Assessment 
The objective of this study was to explore potential personality variables as they relate to AC ability 

through the use of the Q-Sort method. 

2.3.1 Introduction 

Historically, a wide range of psychological tests have been used in an attempt to detect correlations be

tween personality variables and AC performance. These tests have included standard clinical batteries 

as weJI as the Personality Assessment System (Lantz, 1987). Some of these have yielded statistical cor

relations; however, the magnitude of the correlations are often too small for predictive purposes. 

The Q-Sort differs Jrom other methods of personality assessment in that it is not a psychological test, 

but merely an empirical system devised to permit individual personalities to be comprehensively de

scribed and quantitatively compared. First conceived by William Stephensen, the Q-Sort method has 

become a useful tool for comparing personality variables between a wide variety of different popula

tions (Block, 1978). For example, studies have ranged from examining the differences between effec

tive and ineffective liars to analyzing the difference between individuals who tend to rely upon external 

visual fields rather than proprioceptive (i.e., muscular skeletal) cues in determining true vertical. 

One common difficulty with traditional self-report personality tests is that they ask the subject to identi

fy where they fit on a continuous spectrum of pre-determined dimensions. For example, one dimension 

of the MBTI ranges between extroversion and introversion. Even if the subject chooses not to describe 

himlher self in these terms, nonetheless, they must respond. The Q-Sort allows the subjects to deter

mine the appropriate dimensions for themselves. 

In 1989 we conducted a preliminary test of this method using 14 individuals, including three receivers 

who were known to be talented in anomalous cognition CAC). Cluster analysis was used to assemble the 

results of individual Q-Sort scores into groups of similar profiles, at the same time attempting to create 

groups that are as different from one another as possible. The result is a visual display called a cluster 

diagram. To the 14 receivers, we added three standard profiles; a normal personality profile, two differ

ent types of pathology personality profiles, and a tentative AC-Profile; an average of the personality 

traits of the three known viewers. The result was that the pathological profiles were in a cluster by them

selves while the normal profile and the tentative AC-Profile were clustered together with the known 

receivers. 

As a result of the 1989 Q-Sort work, we proposed to expand the use of the Q-Sort and to attempt to 

answer the following questions: 

(1) What personality variables are common to those individuals who perform well on AC tasks? 

(2) How do the personality descriptions of individuals who do not do well on AC tasks differ from those 
who do? 

(3) What might an "ideal" AC profile look like? 

2.3.2 The Q-Sort Method 

For each individual, the Q-Sort method involved sorting 100 cards into nine categories with an assigned 

number of cards placed within each category. The 100 Q-Sort cards look something like a deck of nor

mal playing cards, except that on the face of each is written a single psychological statement in a theoret

ically neutral form (e.g., "Initiates Humor"). Each psychological statement is written in a way so as to 
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suggest a continuum rather than an either/or dichotomy. The numbers of cards within each of nine cate

gories must be 5, 8, 12, 16, 18, 16, 12, 8, 5, respectively. The first category represents those psychody

namic elements that are least characteristic of the individual, while the last category represents those 

elements most characteristic of the individual and the middle categories represent a continuum in be

tween. The prescribed distribution is a powerful tool, in that it forces individuals into making difficult 

definitive decisions about their own personalities at the extreme ends of a scale while also allowing for 

some flexibility. The Q-Sort is self-administered and takes approximately 20 minutes per individual. 

2.3.2.1 Subject Selection 

Thirty four individuals participated in the Q-Sort study. All were a self-selected subset of individuals 

who consented to participate in other AC experiments conducted by SAlC, recruited from the profession

al and academic communities within the greater San Francisco Bay area, drawn from the student and 

faculty populations of Stanford University, the Institute for Transpersonal Psychology, and other neigh

boring educational and research institutions. The age of all participants ranged from 16 to 60. 

2.3.2.2 Procedure 

The following is a step-by-step description of the method used to collect the Q-Sort personality as

sessments. This process is done only one time by each subject. 

(1) A participant was greeted by the PI in the Cognitive Sciences Laboratory at Science Applications 
International Corporation in a warm and friendly way and was shown to a comfortable, quiet loca
tion within the laboratory. 

(2) Following a brief "get acquainted" period, the procedure was explained and (s)he was encouraged 
to ask any questions about the nature of the study. 

(3) The PI provided a consent form, typed instructions, a record sheet, and a deck of 100 Q-Sort cards. 

(4) The PI left the participant alone to sort the 100 cards into the nine categories. 

(5) The record sheet, instructions, and deck of cards was then collected by the PI. 

2.3.2.3 Analysis 

All personality descriptions were put into a computer database for cluster analysis. This kind of analysis 

assembles Q-Sort descriptions into groups of similar profiles, and attempts to create groups that are as dif

ferent from one another as possible. The result of such an analysis is a visual display of clusters, such as the 

one in Figure 3. Thlented AC receivers are indicated by a (*) and seem cluster around the normal pro

file. Fortunately, the two personality pathology profiles are in a cluster by themselves. 

2.3.3 Results and Conclusions 

The results of the cluster analysis can be seen in Figure 3. Three standard profiles; a normal personality 

profile, two different types of personality pathology profiles, and a tentative AC-Profile were added to 

the analysis. The AC-Profile was composed of the combined Q-Sorts of six known talented receivers 

(Le., 454, 372, 009, 389,518, and 330). These receivers were chosen on the basis of their repeated suc

cessful performance on AC tasks within our laboratory. From our analysis, we find that good AC receiv

ers think of themselves as: 

• Possessing a wide range of interest. 

• Thinking and associating ideas in unusual ways. 

• Valuing intellectual and cognitive matters. 
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• Concerned with philosophical problems. 

• Being verbally fluent and can express ideal well. 

They also believe that they are not: 

• Subtly negative and do not tend to undermine, obstruct, or sabotage. 

• Guileful, deceitful, manipulative or opportunistic. 

• Ego-defensive or have a small reserve of integration. 

• Exploitive or create dependencies in people. 

• Self-pitying or feel victimized by life. 

It remains to be seen if this general statements are predictive of good AC performance. They do, how

ever, represent a personality profile of our best receivers. 

For example, in a study investigating a possible correlation between ESP and creativity using subjects 

from a well-know music academy in New York City, Schlitz and Honorton (1992) suggest that subjects 

who exhibit greater cognitive flexibility and elaboration produce higher AC scores. The five Q-Sort 

items most characteristic of the AC-Profile would tend to support this idea. 

The advantages of using the Q-Sort method of personality description is that it is easy and inexpensive 

to implement and analyze. The problems are that the results are conditioned both by the content of the 

Q-Sort card set and the willingness of the sorter to give a candid and accurate description of themselves. 

These results are only preliminary and little can be known until we have a much larger database of reli

able AC viewers. In time it is hoped that the Q-Sort may prove useful in predicting where we should 

begin to look in the general population to find successful AC viewers. 

2.4 Improved AC Ev~luation for Applications 
Under this section, we were asked to provide improved AC analytical techniques that might be more 

germane in an application setting. We have delivered a complete description of one such technique as a 

separate document. This technique expands our fuzzy set analysis to include adaptive learning based 

upon real-time feedback. 

3. Theoretical Issues 
The objective was to identify models for physical mechanisms for AC and to develop protocols for test

able experiments using select individuals. We reported our theoretical approach in an interim technical 

report; however, we include it here for completeness. 

3.1 Probable Futures 
Since the dawn of history, mankind has been fascinated by the "what ifs" associated with the probabilis

tic paths that form the future and form the myriad worlds of "what might have been." Mankind's fas

cination with predicting the future evolved into the mathematical science of probability theory. Howev

er, classical probability theory is a description which is overlaid on an assumed physical reality. With the 

advent of quantum theory, alternative paths to the same end took on a physical reality. The very fact 

that alternative paths exist change the probability of the outcome. There is no classical equivalent. 

Suddenly the world of "what ifs" has become comingled with the worlds of "what might have been." 
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This idea has been experimentally verified in recent experiments conducted at Rochester University. It 

has been shown that the physical outcome of a quantum mechanical experiment depends not only upon 

what is being measured, but a1so on what could be measured, even though it wasn't. 

The implication for AC mechanisms is that precognition may be the underlying mechanism. If, for 

some yet unknown reason, humans have access to probable futures rather than actual futures, then the 

perception appears not to contradict the rules of physics. 

3.2 Einstein, Poldasky, Rosen Paradox (EPR) 
The paradox suggest possible information transport during the collapse of a wave function. It arises 

natura1ly when considering two-particle correlations and the effects of measuring the state of one par

ticle which gives rise to unambiguous knowledge of the state of the correlated particle even though it 

may be very far from the measured particle at the time the measurement is made. While no one any 

longer questions the validity of the predictions of quantum mechanics for correlated systems, the very 

fact of their validity has caused a philosophical revolution. There is no underlying reality, no absolute 

rea1ity. There is only reality as defined by measurements made by an observer. 

There is substantial anomalous mental phenomena (AMP) literature on what are called Observational 

Theories (OT). It is possible that the EPR paradox and its implications may serve as a physics base for 

the on. There is a major problem both with the OTs and EPR as models for perception. Brain func

tioning at room temperature appears not to be a quantum system; therefore, care must be exercised 

before we can demonstrate the value of EPR for AMP mechanisms. 

3.3 General Relativity 
The recent resurgence of interest in Einstein's general theory of relativity has lead to some startling 

theoretica1 conclusions about the nature of space-time again bringing to the forefront the fact that sci

ence has not unveiled all the secrets associated with time. One such piece of work is Matt Visser's paper 

on traversable wormholes (Visser, 1989). This paper predicts that it is physically possible to transport 

energy (and, therefore, information) between remote space-time points without traversing the classical 

distance between the space-time points. 

For sometime it has been known that even according to Einstein's special theory of relativity, it is pos

sible to describe mathematically a fully consistent universe in which everything moves faster than the 

speed of light. The particles inhabiting such a universe have been given the name tachyons while, in 
contrast, the particles with which we are familiar are named tardyons. The important fact is that neither 

particle can ever travel at the speed of light. Photons, of course, are common to both universes. More

over, this is a non-quantum mechanical description. We know that in quantum theory it is possible to 

violate such constraints providing that we do so for short enough periods. The question of whether a 

tardyon can exist as a tachyon for a short period of time merits investigation. 

From a heuristic perspective, reverse information flow (Le., precognition) appears to describe much of 

the AMP data. While Visser's calculations are not a theory of precognition, at a minimum they demon

strate that physics may allow for the macroscopic, but statistical, breach of causality. We anticipate that 

a continuation of these ideas may lead to a law for causa1ity similar to the Second Law of Thermody

namics. That is, on the average causality must hold, but locally there may be a slight statistical reversal 

that is compensated for elsewhere such that the average is correct. 
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3.4 Time and Entropy 
The relationship between time and entropy is once more open to question. For nearly two hundred 

years, scientists have taken the position that the entropy of a closed system can never decrease with time 

and that, on the scale of the universe, entropy always increases with increasing time. Recently however, 

Steven Hawking raised the possibility that macroscopic time or psychological time, the time that we 

perceive, is actually determined by the change of entropy (Hawking, 1988). Similar conclusions were 

reached at about the same time by Thny Rothman from the Center for Relativity at the University of 

Thxas (Rothman, 1987). Rothman discusses the seven arrows of time that represent the distinction be

tween microscopic reversible time and the macroscopic time as experienced by intelligent life. This 

concept was first pt:oposed by Szilard (1929) in the paper, "On the decrease of entropy in a thermody

namic system by the intervention of intelligent beings." 

Given that we showed experimentally that the total change of entropy is related to the quality of AC, 

this theoretical approach seems most promising (May, Spottiswoode and James, 1994). 

3.5 Novel Potentials 
Classical mechanics and, for the most part, quantum mechanics have treated potentials as convenient 

mathematical descriptions for which there was no physical instantiation. Recently a series of clever ex

periments have dispelled that view by showing that a potential can have an effect on a particle even 

when there was no corresponding force present. The electromagnetic vector and scalar potentials or 

torsion fields are examples of such novel potentials. 

At this time, the existence of anomalous perturbation (AP) remains open. While there are intriguing 

experiments, the database for AP is substantially less than for AC. A theoretical approach for AP using 

novel potentials is probably premature; however, it may be possible that such potentials could act as a 

"carrier" of AC information. 

4. Applied Research 
The task objective was to focus on items that might lead to improved functioning through protocol mod

ification and to provide demonstrations of potential applications. We conducted three primary activi

ties for this tasking under the direction of physicist S. James P. Spottiswoode. 
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4.2 Attempts at Message Sending Using AC 
The objective of this experiment was to adapt a standard AC experiment to a forced-choice situation. 

An additional objective was to incorporate fuzzy set technology into a "crisp," two-by-five, error cor

recting block code to improve AC detection in a message sending/receiving metaphor. We reported this 

experiment in an inte~im technical report; however, we summarize it here for completeness. 

4.2.1 Background 
In the Spring of 1992, SAlC conducted a pilot experiment that was designed to explore the potential for 

maximizing the reliability of AC responses through objective and rapid analysis. In this study, we re

verted to using a dichotomous binary procedure as opposed to a fuzzy set technique. By carefully select

ing the dichotomous elements, we could use standard block coding techniques to incorporate complete 

single error correction, also including a few two-fold corrections as well. We used a message sending 

motif as a test-bed for this kind of analysis . 

Unfortunately, in that experiment, only one receiver demonstrated an effect size larger than 0.20 (i.e., 

0.22) for evidence of an AC phenomena, and no evidence of enhanced detection of AC was seen. 
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A number of difficulties were discovered in this experiment that may have rendered the results incon

clusive: 

• In an attempt to make the targets dichotomous within target packs and at the same time interesting to 
view, targets within the pool ranged in scale from a panoramic scene of a cityscape to a photograph of 
three chairs or an image of three geometric shapes, and thus possessed a large target-pool bandwidth J &. .N."IJf.-!~ 
(i.e., a large set of differing target elements). Since receivers were told in advance that the targets {)./It" 

could contain absolutely any material, they were unable to censor their internal experiences, which 
may have resulted in enhanced intrinsic receiver noise, and thus added "noise" to the response. 

• Each encoding bit was linked to only one precept (e.g., the single target element of water). This exagJ 
gerated the importance of the chosen dichotomous elements. For example, if a receiver failed to 
sense water in the target but managed to sense most other aspects of the target, regardless of whether 
they were part of the bit structure, then the BCH coding was not particularly applicable. 

• In an AC application, a fundamental imbalance existed in the bit structure. The BCH coding assumes .. 
that binary zero is "assertive." That is, in ACwhen water is not indicated in the response, it is equiva- ) 
lent to indicating the water is definitely not in the target. Unfortunately, in AC experiments it is pos-
sible or even likely that unless a receiver specifies explicitly that water is not present, then the pres-
ence or absence is indeterminate. Maybe water exists in the target but was not noticed or was 
unreported by the receiver. Similarly, water may not exist in the target and a non-response is equiva-
lent to an assertive no. These two cases are, of course, indistinguishable. The net effect is to render 
the BCH coding invalid. 

In the current experimental protocol, we attempted to correct the problems discussed above so that 

potential enhancement of the detection of AC might be optimized. The following modifications were 

made: 

• The target-pool bandwidth was reduced by using the National Geographic static target pool, which 
has been successful for many previous AC experiments. 

• Sensitivity to single BCH encoding bits was reduced by using a number of fuzzy-set elements to define 
each BCH bit. Thus, each BCH bit did not rely upon a single precept, but rather represented classes 
of different precepts. 

We had anticipated that these improvements would allow for much stronger AC and provide a more 

sensitive test of whether BCH error-correcting could be successfully applied to AC detection. We used 

long-distance associative AC tasks as a test bed for this procedure. 

This experiment was similar to a traditional AC experiment. A target was selected randomly; a receive~ 

was asked to describe that target; and a quantitative assessment of the match was made. It differs, how

ever, only in the construction of the targets and in the quantitative analysis. 

4.2.2 Conclusions 

No receiver produced significant deviations in the sum-of-ranks statistic, and binary numbers were not 

determined beyond chance expectation. Even though our best receivers participated in this particular 

study, their results were not up to the standard which we have traditionally seen from them. We could 

speculate that possibly the experimental conditions were significantly different from their usual ex

pectations (i.e., at home or in our laboratory) and that travel and performance anxiety may have con

tributed to the lack of AC functioning; however, very occasionally do they not perform as expected and 

excuses are not necessary. We strongly urge that a replication be tried under laboratory conditions to / 

test the new approach of the fuzzy set encoding. At this time, even though there are a few excellent ex-
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amples in the literature of using AC for message sending, we suggest that this might not be an optimum 

use of the phenomenon. 

4.3 Improved Analysis 
We have delivered an approach to the analysis of application-oriented AC using fuzzy set technology as 

part of a separate document. We summarize the pertinent aspects of the approach here for complete

ness. 

We have been conducting application-like experiments for a number of years. These test-bed experi

ments have an advantage in that total ground truth is known in advance. A list of items, therefore, can 

be constructed that would generally be of interest. We illustrate this approach to fuzzy set analysis with 

one of our test-bed experiments. We constructed three categories of items: (1) Functions of the Site, (2) 

Physical Relationships, and (3) Objects. Thble 4 shows a partial list of these three types of items for our 

test-bed experiment. The complete list spans many pages. 

Thble 4. 

Partial Element List for a Test-bed Experiment 

Thrget/Response Element w T(~) R(~) 

Functions (1.0) 

Directed Energy 5 1.0 0.9 

Test Experiment 2 1.0 1.0 

Noise Generation 1 0.4 0.6 

Operation in Space 1 0.0 1.0 

Relationships (0.75) 

Power Source Above Beam Line 1 1.0 0.0 

Electrons Flow Through Beam Line 1 1.0 0.7 

Pipes in and out of Sphere 1 0 1.0 

Objects (0.5) 

External Electron Beam 2.5 1.0 0.0 

High Security Area 1 1.0 1.0 

Bundled Metal Rods 1 0.0 1.0 

1\vo types of data must be incorporated into such a list to provide an accurate measure; an a priori list of 

items that are definitely part of the target and items that are mentioned by the receiver that were not 

recognized as being part of the target. In Thble 4, we have indicated overall weighting factors of 1.0, 

0.75, and 0.5 for functions, relationships, and objects, respectively. That is, in this experiment, we were 

primarily interested in functions. Depending upon the task, the formalism accepts any appropriate 

weighting factors. The column w is a within-group weighting factor. That is, the item Directed Energy is 

five time more important than is Noise Generation. T(/-L) represents the degree to which the item is pres

ent in the target. For example, although Noise Generation is present in the target, it is roughly only 40% 

apparent; whereas Pipes in and out of Sphere is not present at all. R(/-L) is the degree to which the analyst 

is convinced that the element is indicated in the response. For example, the analyst was 90% convinced 
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that the receiver meant Directed Ene'ID' even though it was not specifically mentioned. AU items that are 

specifically mentioned receive an R(,u) = 1. Notice that we included aU items mentioned by the receiver 

regardless if the item was present in the target. We set their relative weights aJl equal to one. 

Th arrive at a meaningful number from these data, we use fuzzy set formalism (May, Utts, Humphrey, 

Luke, Frivold, and 1fask, 1990b). We compute the accuracy and the reliability of the response to the 

target system. The accuracy is the fraction of items in the target that were described correctly, and the 

reliability is the fraction of items in the response that were present in the target system. It is possible to 

obtain a very accurate description with poor reliability. Suppose the receiver inserted an encyclopedia 

as his or her response. In principle, nearly aU aspects of the target might be mentioned; however, a large 

number of response-items would not be present in the target. Thus the certification number, the vaJue 

which may be used to describe the quality of the response, must be related to both the accuracy and the 

reliability. Formally, the accuracy and reliability are defined by: 

N 

I Uj Min[T,{u),RJ{u)] 
j.l 

Accuracy = ~--N------
I Uj 7Jrp) 

(1) 
N 

I Uj Min[7Jrp),RJ{u)] 

R I ' b'l' .j • ....:,.l_..,..,..-___ _ elallty=- N 

I Uj RJ{u) 
j-l 

where N is the total number of elements in the evaluation form; 1J and Rj are the target and response 

score for elementj; and Uj is the product of the within-group weight, w, and the group weight. For ex

ample, in the Functions group the ware equal to the Wbecause the functions weight is one, Since the 

Relationships group weight is 0.75, the within-group weights shown in Table 4 must aU be multiplied by 

0.75 to form the UJ for those elements in this group. 

To be sensitive to the interplay between Accuracy and Reliability, we propose that Certification = Accu

racy X Reliability. 

To iJ]ustrate the use the Equations 1, we demonstrate how to compute these items using only the data we 

show in Table 4. We find the Accuracy = 0.744. the Reliability = 0.764, and Certification = 0.568. Ran

dom utterances compared to random targets roughly yield 0.3 for bothAccuracy and Reliability. That is 

approximately 1/3 of whatever is said can be found in any target and 1/3 of any target can be described 

regardless what is said. An approximate minimum Certification of 0.1 would represent chance matches. 

Anything above 0.3 would can be considered as solid evidence of "contact" with the target even in an 

application setting . 

5. Research Methodology and Support 
Besides our usual activity with our Scientific Oversight Committee, who review our technical protocols 

prior to experiments, and our Institutional Review Board, who review our procedures with regard to the 

ethical use of human sUbjectsl 

~----------------------~ 
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III. GLOSSARY 

Not all the terms defined below are germane to this report, but they are included here for completeness. 

In a typical anomalous mental phenomena (AMP) task, we define: 

• Anomalous Cognition (AC)-A form of information transfer in which all known sensorial stimuli are 
absent. That is, some individuals are able to gain access to information by an as yet unknown process. 

• ~-An individual who attempts to influence a target system. 

• Analyst-An individual who provides a quantitative measure of AC. 

• Af-A form of interaction with matter in which all known physical mechanisms are absent. That is, 
some individuals are able to influence matter by an as yet unknown process. 

• Feedback-After a response has been secured, information about the intended target is displayed to 
the receiver. 

• Monitor-An individual who monitors an AC session to facilitate data collection. 

• Protocol--A template for conducting a structured data collection session. 

• Receiver-An individual who attempts to perceive and report information about a target. 

• Response-Material that is produced during an AC session in response to the intended target. 

• SenderLBeacon-An individual who, while receiving direct sensorial stimuli from an intended target, 
acts as a putative transmitter to the receiver. 

• Session-A time period during which AC data are collected. 

• Specialty-A given receiver's ability to be particularly successful with a given class of targets (e.g., 
people as opposed to buildings). 

• ~-An item that is the focus of an AMP task (e.g., person, place, thing, event). 

• Thri!et Desii:nation-A method by which a specific target, against the backdrop of all other possible 
targets, is identified to the receiver (e.g., geographical coordinates). 
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APPENDIX A 

Autonomic Detection of Remote Observation: 
Two Conceptual Replications 
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AUTONOMIC DETECllON OF REMOTE OBSERVATION: 
Two Conceptual Replications1 

Marilyn J. Schlitz 
Cognitive Sciences Laboratory, 

Science Applications International Corporation 
and 

Stephen LaBerge 
The Lucidity Institute 

ABSTRACT: Two experiments were conducted to measure the extent to which 
people are able to unconsciously detect another person staring at them from a 
distance. A closed-circuit television set-up was employed in which a video 
camera was focused on the experimental volunteer (Observee) while a person 
in another room (Observer) concentrated on the image of the distant person as 
displayed on a color monitor; this procedure was used to preclude any 
conventional sensory contact between the two people. During the 
experimental session, the Observee's galvanic skin responses were monitored. 
An automated and. computerized system was programmed to record and 
average the physiological responses of the Observee during 32 30-second 
monitoring periods. A random sequence was used to schedule 16 periods of 
remote observation and 16 conuol periods when no observation efforts were 
attempted. A within-subjects evaluation was made for each experimental 
session with a comparison between the. mean amount of autonomic nervous 
system activity during the experimental and control conditions. Twenty four 
sessions were conducted in each of two experiments. As predicted, both 
experiments yielded significantly more autonomic activity during the remote 
observation periods as compared to control periods (Experiment 1: t=1.878, 
p<.036, I-t, es=.36; Experiment 2: t=2.360, p<.014, I-t, es=.44). As preplanned, 
the two experiments were combined to increase statistical power, yielding a 
significant t-value of 2.652 (p<.005, 1-t, es=.36). 

1 The authors wish to acknowledge the teclmical support, design contributions, and general 
encouragement of William Braud and the staff of the Cognitive Sciences Laboratory. For 
editorial assistance, we appreciate the useful suggestions offered by Rick Berger and Christian 
de Quincey. Additional support was provided by the Institute of Noetic Sciences. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The past few decades have witnessed an increasing interest in the 
possibility of direct mental influences on living systems. A diverse range of 
experiments have been conducted by researchers within the United States, 
Canada, and Europe (for reviews, see Benor, 1990; Dossey, 1993; May and 
Vilenskaya, 1994; Solfvin, 1984). In a typical experiment, some physiological 
activity or other selected behavior is monitored in the context of a formal 
laboratory experiment. Efforts are made by experimental participants to 
influence a distant biological target system with a comparison between 
experimental conditions and non-influence or control conditions. Target 
systems for these experiments have included micro-organisms, plants, 

l animals, and human physiology or motor activity (Schlitz, 1983, 1994). 

Based on this database, there is compelling evidence to support the 
hypotheSis that people are able to use intentionality to bring about changes in 
distant target systems under conditions that preclude conventional sensory or 
motor exchange. At the least, the findings are intriguing and worthy of 
further research; at the best, the data have profound scientific, social, and 
philosophical implications. 

One promising area of research involves the influence of human 
autonomic nervous system activity by a distant person. Braud and Schlitz 
(1992) reported statistically significant differences across a series of 13 
experiments in which periods of intentionality to affect the physiology of a 
distant person were interspersed with counter-balanced control periods. This 
research led to the development of a protocol designed to measure the degree 
to which people are able to unconsciously detect someone observing them 
from a distance. 

Many people have had the experience of being stared at from a distance, 
only to turn around and discover a pair of eyes gazing upon them. Indeed, 
survey data support the widespread distribution of these experiences. As early 
as 1913, J.E. Coover reported that 68-86% of respondents in California had this 
type of experience on at least one occasion. A survey of the Australian 
population reported that 74% of the respondents had such an experience 
(Williams 1983), 85% within a student population at Washington University 
in St. Louis, (Thalbourne and Evans, 1992) 94% of those surveyed in San 
Antonio, Texas (Braud, Shafer, and Andrews 1990), and 80% of those 
informally surveyed in Europe and America (Sheldrake 1994). 

Several attempts have been made to explore these claims within a 
laboratory setting. A review of this literature was reported by Braud, et al. 
(1990), who identified four studies. The first was conducted by E.B. Titchener, 
a Cornell University psychologist during the late 1800's. While a brief article 
on the work reported negative results, he did not provide details of his study. 
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In a slightly later study, Coover (1913) conducted a study on remote staring in 
his initial work as the Thomas Welton Stanford Psychical Research Fellow in 
the Psychology Department of Stanford University. Each of 10 subjects made 
100 guesses as to whether or not they were being stared at by an experimenter 
seated behind them in the same room. A random schedule of remote 
observation (RO) and non-observation periods was determined by the rolling 
of a die. Each observation period was of a 15-20 second duration over a several 
hour series of sittings spanning a period of weeks. Having obtained chance 
results, Coover interpreted his findings as support for the belief that staring 
detection was ~mpirically groundless. 

, I A second study was carried out in 1959 by J.J. Poortman (1959) of Leyden 
University in the Netherlands. In this study, the two people were separated in 
two rooms but still within sensory range. The experiment spanned a 13-
month period. The remote/non-remote observation intervals were of 2-5 
minute duration based on a random sequence determined by card shuffling. 
This resulted in a 59.55% accuracy rate (p=.04 I-t). 

A better controlled experiment than the previous two was reported by 
Donald Peterson (1978), a graduate student at the University of Edinburgh. 
Following two informal pilot studies, the investigator made use of a 
procedure in which the subjects were positioned in separate, adjacent closed 
cubicles. One-way mirrors and special lighting provided visual perception in 
one direction and button pushes were used to measure the subject'S 
perception of RO/non-RO periods. In 36 experimental sessions, each of six 
minute duration, there was a significant effect (p=.012, 2-t). 

This experimental design was further improved by Linda Williams 
(1983), a student in the Psychology Department of the University of Adelaide 
(South Australia). Subjects were pOSitioned in rooms at a 60 foot distance and 
were monitored via a closed-circuit video camera/monitor arrangement. 
Through the use of carefully controlled randomization procedures, the author 
reported significant RO detection guesses (p=.04, I-t). 

Based on the four experimental studies, Braud, et al (1990) concluded 
that there is suggestive evidence to support the hypothesis that people can 
consciously discriminate periods of RO from non-RO under conditions that 
controlled for subtle sensory cues. The effect size in these studies was not 
particularly strong, however. This, according to Braud and his colleagues, was 
due to the fact that "the testing method used in these studies was not the most 
appropriate one" (p. 17). In particular, the authors argued that the use of 
conscious guessing might be less relevant to everyday life experiences, in 
which RO detection takes the form of bodily sensations and spontaneous 
behavioral changes. For example, people frequently report the prickling of 
neck hairs or the tingling of the skin. 

3 
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With these considerations in mind, Braud, et al (1990) designed an 
experimental procedure based on the hypothesis that remote observation may 
be detected at the level of sympathetic autonomic nervous system activity. In 
a series of three experiments (Braud, Shafer, and Andrews 1990, 1992), a person 
stared at a distant subject through the use of a closed-circuit television system 
while the autonomic nervous system activity of the subject was being 
monitored via chart recorder and computer. The experimental design, like 
previous studies involving remote mental influences on human physiology 
(e.g., Braud and Schlitz 1989, 1992; Schlitz and Braud, 1986) allowed a within
subjects evaluatJ:on of RO versus non-RO (control) periods. The researchers 
reported that the electrodermal properties of receivers correlated significantly 

, ,with the intense attention of the isolated and remote experimenter (Le., 
p=O.009, effect size per session=O.59). Results were bi-directional, depending on 
the attitude of the Observer. 

In addition to the main effects, Braud et al (1992) reported a positive 
correlational trend between social avoidance and the degree of change in the 
subject's electrodermal activity. This was measured by administering the 
Social Avoidance and Distress (SAD) scale (see below). Increasing degrees of 
social avoidance/distress/anxiety were also found to positively correlate with 
introversion. 

The present experiments were designed as conceptual replications of the 
work by Braud, Shafer, and Andrews. Further, we extended previous studies 
of remote influence on autonomic nervous system activity by Braud and 
Schlitz (1989, 1992). Two formal predictions were made. First, we anticipated 
a significant difference in the mean rate of autonomic activity in experimental 
compared with control conditions across subjects. Second, we predicted the 
direction of the effect by instructing the remote Observers to activate the 
distant person. As such, we predicted an increase in autonomic activity 
during remote observation as compared with control conditions. 

In addition to the primary hypotheses, we anticipated a significant 
correlation between social avoidance and the remote observation effect. On an 
exploratory basis, we also examined the social relationship between Remote 
Observers and Observees; this included the interaction of gender and cross
gender pairs. 

MEIHODS 

Apparatus 

The equipment utilized in this research included silver/silver chloride 
palmar electrodes, a skin-conductance amplifier, an analog-to digital converter 
interfaced with an IBM microcomputer, a SUN computer with modem, and a 

4 
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closed circuit television, that included a color video camera, two VCR's, two 
video monitors, and a tripod to hold the video camera. The camera's radio 
frequency output was boosted by a 10 dB amplifier then conveyed via shielded 
cable to the color monitor in the Remote Observer's room. 

Assessments 

During Experiment I, each experimental participant completed four 
forms/assessments. The first was a consent form. The second was used in 
preliminary screening and consisted of general biographical information as 
well as a healt~ condition assessment. Third was a psychological inventory 
measuring introversion/extroversion through the use of the NEG Personality 

, Inventory (Costa & McRae 1985). This instrument measures six facets of 
extroversion, including (1) Warmth, (2) Gregariousness; (3) Assertiveness; (4) 
Activity; (5) Excitement Seeking; (6) Positive Emotions. The fourth 
assessment was the Social Avoidance and Distress scale (SAD), which 
measures social-evaluative anxiety (the experience of distress, discomfort, fear, 
and anxiety in social situations) and deliberate avoidance of social situations. 
This self-report scale emphasizes subjective experience, and it excludes 
physiological signs as well as times related to impaired performance. In 
Experiment 2, the NEG Personality Inventory was not used, due to the fact that 
participants generally disliked the assessment based on redundancy of 
questions and length of time needed to complete the form. 

Subjects 

Each of the two experiments involved 24 trials. In Experiment 1, this 
consisted of one person per trial as the experimental "target" or "Observee" 
and 4 remote "Observers," each working with different target persons during 6 
sessions. In Experiment 2, 16 subjects participated, with 5 subjects contributing 
two or three sessions each. This was done on the basis of the expressed 
interest and availability of some volunteers. Under the null hypothesis, this 
repeated use of participants does not violate statistical assumptions about the 
remote observation effect (Utts, n.d). Further, no claims are made about the 
generalizability of the effect in the general population, since all participants 
were self-selected on the basis of their interest in the study or their 
relationship to the experimenters. 

Volunteers were recruited by MJS through notices that were handed out 
or posted in the greater San Francisco Bay area, as a result of lectures at 
neighboring universities and professional societies, as well as through 
personal contacts. Observers were drawn from the subject pools of the 
Cognitive Sciences Laboratory and from the same community as used for 
recruiting Observees. The age of all participants ranged from 16 to 60. They 
were in good health based on the health assessment. 
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Experimental Proced ure 

The basic experimental design was the same for both experiments; 
exceptions to this are outlined following the general description. Subjects 
were greeted by the experimenter in the Cognitive Sciences Laboratory at 
Science Applications International Corporation. They were treated in a warm 
and friendly way. Following a brief "get acquainted" period, the experiment 
was explained to them. They were encouraged to ask any questions and to 
understand the nature of the study. They were introduced to the "Observer" 
with whom they would be working and were told that the "Observer" would 
try to get their ~ttention or "wake them up" during randomly selected periods. 
Efforts were made during this period to ascertain the types of images or 

, ,thoughts that might be useful to the Observer in order to startle or excite the 
Observees. Hence, the participants were aware of the hypothesized direction 
of the effect, although they were blind as to the order, number and duration of 
the sampling periods. This differed from the Braud, et. al studies during 
which no direction of effect was hypothesized and Observers were instructed 
to simply look at the distant person's image--rather than trying to influence 
the person directly. Rather, the goal of influencing the distant person in a pre 
specified direction was based on previous research on remote mental 
influences reported by Braud and Schlitz (1989). 

Three rooms were used for the experiment (see Figure 1). During an 
experimental session, each volunteer was taken to an experimental room, 
where they were seated in a chair and the skin electrodes attached to the palm 
of their non-dominant hand. As was the case in the Braud, et al studies, they 
were asked to complete the experimental forms with their dominant hand, 
keeping their non-dominant hand as still as possible. A video tape called 
Illuminations, which provides amorphous colors accompanied by a musical 
sound track, was played for the volunteer on the VCR and headphones in the 
experimental room. The presentation timing of this video was held constant 
throughout the experiment. This VCR was not in any way connected to the 
experimental equipment used to measure the remote observation effect. The 
Observee was told that the video camera would be on throughout the session, 
but that the remote Observer would be watching them through the monitor in 
the distant room only at certain randomly determined times. The Observee 
was asked not to try to guess consciously when those periods (of which the 
Observee was kept "blind") might be occurring, and was told that we were 
exploring whether unconscious physiological reactions might be associated 
with RO. 

The experimenter (MIS) left the subject alone in the experimental room 
and moved to the computer, which was set up in the adjacent control room. 
The experimenter checked the electrode conductance. Following this, she 
returned to the Experimental Room, started the Illuminations videotape, and 
closed the door. The audio track on the video controlled for the possible 
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influence of extraneous sounds that might influence the Observee. She passed 
through the computer room, crossed the hallway, and entered the Observer's 
room, advising the Observer that the session was about to begin and wished 
the Observer luck, and reminded them to activate the distant person when 
their image appeared on the experimental monitor. She then closed the 
Observer's Room door and returned to the Computer Room. 

At this point, the experimenter started the microcomputer that 
controlled the session events, including timing of the physiological sampling 
periods and recording of data during 32 3D-second periods. As such, the 
experimenter was completely blind as to the sampling periods during any 
interactions with the participants. Each of the 16 recording periods during the 

. experimental (RO) conditions of the experiment was signaled to the remote 
Observer when the distant person's image appeared on the monitor in the 
Observer's Room. During these periods, the Observer stared intently at the 
television image throughout the 3D-second recording period. During control 
periods, the Observer read a book or otherwise tried to shift their attention 
from the distant person. 

The Remote Observer received no feedback during the session about the 
Observee's physiological activity. The equipment sampled the Observee's 
spontaneous phasic skin conductance responses (SCR) once a second for the 
30 seconds of a recording period. A random pause of D to 5 seconds was 
inserted in order to eliminate potential artifacts due to possible guessing of the 
experimental sequences and to rule out possible cycles that might occur in the 
Observee's physiology. The experimental sampling then continued with the 
next block. The subjects were randomly assigned to one of two experimental ~-
sequences that were counter-balanced for time effects across the experiment. / 
The randomization sequence was generated by the second author (SB) through 
the use of a random number generator. These consisted of blocks of four 
conditions: control, observal!.911, observation, control~servation, control, 
control, observation. 1(heSe se9~e:rt.ces were randomized ir:l:tl~cks of 6, with 
equal numbers of the two-=am:alnOtlS' across the expertmeru.TIus was done t 
assure a balance of two conditions and to control for any temporal drift in the 
autonomic activity of the participant. Digitized data were stored on disk for 
later analysis and copied over to the SUN system for backup security and 
transport via modem to the second author. The mean value of skin 
conductance activity for each 3D-second period was used in the analyses. 

RESULTS 

For each experimental session, a total score was calculated for all 32 
recording periods (16 observation and 16 control). A chi-square goodness of fit 
test indicated that the scores of these sessions did not differ significantly from 
normality; therefore, parametric statistics were used in their evaluation. A 
single mean t-test was calculated with 23 degrees of freedom for each of the 
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two experiments. In Experiment One, the obtained t-value was 1.878, p<.036 
(l-t), es=.36. In Experiment Two, the obtained t value was 2.360, p<.014 (l-t), 
es=.44. As a pre-planned analysis, the combined results of the two 
experiments were combined, yielding a significant t-value of 2.652, p<.005 (l-t), 
es=.36, with 47 degrees of freedom. These results supported our two primary 
hypotheses, providing significant differences in the autonomic activity of 
Observees during RO and non-RO conditions in the direction of autonomic 
nervous system activation. 

Secondary analyses were computed for the psychological data collected 
on the basis of the NEO and SAD assessments for experiment 1 and on the 
SAD assessment for experiment 2. Linear correlation coefficients (pearson r's) 

, I were calculated but no significant relationships were found. To assess the 
ROE-SAD relationship, Pearson r's were computed fot the percent 
electrodermal activity occurring during the RO versus the SAD scores. Again, 
no significant relationship was found. 

In the first experiment, it was noted that there was a relationship 
between the gender of "Observer" and of the "Observee" in the remote 
observation experiment. As such, it was decided to analyze this sex pair I , f)j 
relationship across the two experiments. This was done through the use of a h-<..)JL 
2x2 ANOV A (see Figure 2). Results yielded a significant interaction across sex J 
pairs (p<.Ol~ 2-t). Opposite sex pairs showed a larger experimental effect than 
same sex pairs. 

'-./ 

ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESES 

Various alternative hypotheses to remote observation may be 
considered to account for the obtained results. These are described below, as 
well as the rationale for discounting each of them. 

(1) The results are due to internal rhythms that may have influenced the 
Observee's autonomic nervous system activity. This potential artifact has 
been ruled out by utilizing a random and counter-balanced schedule of 
experimental and control periods. 

(2) The results are due to sensory cues or other uncontrolled external stimuli. 
Based on the experimental design, this alternative hypothesis can be rejected. 
There were no known or obvious factors that could have influenced the 
Observee based on the random schedule of experimental and control periods. 

(3) The results are due to chance correspondences between the Observer's 
observations and the Observee's physiological responses. The use of 
conventional statistical techniques, as well as the existence of effect sizes in the 
predicted direction, minimize the likelihood of coincidence. Of course, such a 
c~)(jmcid~n~1 is expected to occur once in 200 experiments, according to our - .. ~.'. statistics. 
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(4) The results are due to recording errors or motivated misreadings of the 
data. The data were recorded through the use of an automated procedure that 
eliminated human error in data recording. 

(5) Observees knew the target sequence and so manipulated their physiology 
to conform to the experimenter's expectations. The use of a random sequence 
that was accessed after all pre-experimental interactions with the Observee 
ruled out this potential artifact. 

(6) The results are due to arbitrary selection of data. The number of trials and 
subjects was specified in advance and the reported analyses include all 
recorded data that fell within the experimental protocol. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This research provides an independent conceptual replication of the 
remote observation experiments conducted by Braud, et. aI, under conditions 
that rule out conventional sensory exchange between experimental 
participants. The work builds upon an increasing data base suggesting that 
people are able to interact with one another at non-sensory levels, including 
the mental influence of one person upon another person's physiology (e.g., 
Braud and Schlitz 1989; May and Vilenskaya, 1994). 

As is often the case in research, the findings raise more questions than 
answers. More research is needed to better understand the mechanisms at 
play in this work. For example, a larger study designed to systematically 
manipulate the direction of the effect would be useful. Another promising 
area of research would address the possible role of influence as compared with 
information acquisition in an ostensible information exchange process. 
Following the work of May, Radin, Hubbard, Humphrey, and Utts (1986), this 
leads us to ask whether the results can be accounted for by a distant influence 
on the part of the Observer or to a passive responsiveness on the part of the 
Observee. Lastly, more research is needed to assess the degree to which 
Remote Observation effects can be limited, blocked or shielded. Such questions 
are essential to the development of a truly progressive research program 
(Lakatos, 1978). 

This work, in the context of previous research by independent 
researchers, has significant implications for our understanding of human 
communication processes and for a reevaluation of a worldview in which 
humans are seen as isolated beings. Furthermore, the results suggest the need 
for a broader approach to human consciousness than that held by the 
conventional, reductionistic, scientific paradigm (Harman, 1991). 
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Abstract 

Target and Sender Dependencies 
• 
In 

Anomalous Cognition Experiments 

by 

Nevin D. Lantz, Ph.D 
Wanda L. W. Luke 

and 
Edwin C. May, Ph.D. 

Science Applications International Corporation 
Cognitive Sciences Laboratory 

Menlo Park, CA 

The ganzfeld experiments as summarized by Bem and Honorton (1994) suggest that using dynamic tar

gets produces stronger results than using static ones. Bern and Honorton, however, only analyzed ganz

fe1d studies that included the use of a sender. Since it is known that a sender is not a necessary require

ment in forced-choice trials (Honorton, 1975), we designed and carried out a study to see if a sender is 

required in non-ganzfeld, free-response trials. In the first of two experiments, five experienced receiv

ers participated in 40 trials each. 10 in each condition of a 2 X 2 design to explore sender and target type. 

We observed significant effects for static targets (i.e., exact sum-of-rank probability ofp < 0.0073, ef-

fect size = 0.248, n=Joo), chance results for dynamic targets (Le.,p < 0.500, effect size = 0.000, n = ~/ 
100), and no interaction effects between sender and target-type conditions. One receiver slightly fa-

vored the no sender condition (F(1,36) = 4.43, P < 0.04), while another slightly favored static targets 

(F(1,36) = 5.47, p < 0.04). We speculate that these surprising results (Le., favoring static over dynamic 

targets) arose, in part, because of the difference between a topically unbounded dynamic target pool 

and a topically restrictive static pool. In a second experiment, we redesigned the dynamic pool to match 

more closely the properties of the static pool. Four of the receivers from the first study participated in at 

least 20 trials each, 10 in each target-type condition. No senders were used throughout this experiment. 

We observed a significant increase in anomalous cognition for the new dynamic targets (X2 = 9.942, df 

= 1, P < 1.6 X 10-3), and an increase in anomalous cognition for the static targets (X2 = 3.158, df = 1. p 

< 0.075). We conclude that a sender is not a necessary requirement for free-response anomalous cogni-

tion. A rank-order analysis showed no target-type dependencies in the second study (X2 = 0, df = 1, P < 
05), but a rating analysis revealed some difference favoring dynamic targets (I = 1.32, df = 68, P < 
0.096) for the significant receivers. Based on an analysis by May, Spottiswoode, and James (1994b), we 

believe a fundamental argument suggests that in free-response anomalous cognition experiments, dy-

namic targets should be better than static ones. 
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Introduction 
The ganzfeld database has received considerable attention since Bern and Honorton's (1994) publica

tion. They report a significant difference between static and dynamic targets, although they do not re

port significant hitting with static targets.· None of the 355 ganzfeld trials analyzed by Bern and Honor

ton were done in a clairvoyant mode-all of these trials used senders. 

These data inspired two questions: 

(1) Is a sender a necessary or sufficient participant in the process? 

(2) Is target type dependency real? 

The answer to the first question is settled for forced-choice. Clairvoyant ESP card studies (Honorton, 

1975) show significant hitting-senders are not necessary. But what is the situation for free-response? 

As part of a cooperative effort between Psychophysical Research Laboratories and the Cognitive 

Sciences Laboratory, we asked Honorton to conduct a meta-analysis of the ganzfeld database to deter

mine the answer (Honorton, 1992). In that review, Honorton examined the ganzfeld studies that were 

published in the English-language parapsychology literature between 1974 and 1991. Besides pub

lished reports, the meta-analysis also included doctoral theses and abstracts of otherwise unpublished 

studies. Honorton found that only 12 of 73 studies reported not using a sender, and their combined 

results did not reach statistical significance (Z = 1.31, P < 0.095). The difference was in favor of the 

sender protocol (Zmff = 1.49,p < 0.137). 

We agree with Honorton's criticism that the studies do not attempt a differential comparison between 

sender and no sender. As a result, none of the studies were blind to the sender condition. In parallel to 

the experiments we report here, we asked Honorton to design and conduct such a study. Dr. Robert 

Morris and the research group in the Psychology department at the University of Edinburgh have taken 

over that task. 

This paper reports on two non-ganzfeld experiments that we conducted in 1992 and 1993 to address 

sender and the target dependencies. 

The 1992 Experiment 
We used a 2 X 2 design to study the effects of sender vs no sender and static vs dynamic target type, on 

the quality of anomalous cognition (A C) t. The details of the design, resul ts, and conclusions from the 

study are described in this section. 

• It may be that this difference will vanish when other factors are accounted for. [n private communication with Professor 
Jessica Utts, she reports that she did not find a significant difference between target condition when receivers brought 
their own sender. 

t The Cognitive Sciences Laboratory has adopted the term anomalous menlaiphenomenlJ instead ofthe more widely known psi. 
Likewise, we use the terms anomalow cogniJion and anomalous pertJubalion for ESP and PK, respectively. We have done so 
because we believe that these terms are more naturally descriptive of the obscrvables and are neutral in that they do not imply 
mechanisms. These new terms will be used throughout this paper. 
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Target-pool Selection 

The static targets were 50 of the 100 National Geographic magazine photographs that have been used in 

our laboratory for many years. By design these targets had the following characteristics: 

• 'Ibpic homogeneity. The photographs contained outdoors scenes of settlements (e.g., villages, towns, 
cities, etc.), water (e.g., coasts, rivers and streams, waterfalls, etc.), and topographical features (e.g., 
mountains, hills, desserts, etc.). 

• Size homogeneity. larget elements are all roughly the same size. That is, there are no size surprises 
such as an ant in one photograph and the moon in another. 

• Affectivity Homogeneity. As much as possible, the targets include only material which invokes neutral 
affectivity. 

This set was divided into 10 sets of five photographs that were determined to be visually dissimilar by a 

fuzzy set analysis (May, Utts, Humphrey, Luke; Frivold, and 1l'ask, 1990) and fine-tuned by inspection. 

For the dynamic targets, we digitized and compressed 30 video clips from a variety of popular movies or 

documentaries. With the exception of cartoons and sexually-oriented material, the clips contained 

nearly anything. Examples included an indoor motor bike race and a slow panoramic scan of the statues 

on Easter island. 

The overall intent of these dynamic targets was to control for cognitive surprise, to provide target ele
ments that are easily sketched, and to mimic the content of the successful ganzfeld dynamic targets. 

Receiver, Sender, and Monitor Selection 

We chose five experienced receivers that had produced significantAC effect sizes in previous investiga

tions. The sender for all of the trials was the principal investigator (PI), located in Lititz, Pennsylvania. 

All trials were unmonitored. 

Protocol 

Each of the fIVe receivers contributed 10 trials in each of the conditions shown in Table 1. Although 10 

trials seems too few for such a study, we computed that the statistical power within a cell was 80%, given 

the "known" historical effect sizes of approximately 0.8 for these receivers. 

Thble 1. 

Experiment Conditions 

ThrgetlYPe Sender 

Static Yes 

Static No 

Dynamic Yes 

Dynamic No 
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Target Preparation 

Prior to beginning the study, an experiment coordinator randomly generated a unique, counterbal

anced set of 20 static and 20 dynamic targets for each of the five receivers.· Within each target type, a 

counter-balanced set of sender/no sender conditi~ns was' also generated A copy of each target (i.e., 

either a color photograph or a short clip on video tape) waS- placed in an envelope and a trial number, 

1-40, was written on the outside. Those envelopes containing targets from the no-sender condition 

were sealed and those for the sender condition remained unsealed. Each set of 40 targets were pack

aged separately and shipped to the PI. 

Trial Schedule 

1\vo of the five receivers resided in California, and the others resided in Kansas, New York and Virginia. 

The experiment was conducted over a fIVe-month period. Individual schedules were developed so as to 

cause as little inconvenience to the receiver's daily routine as possible. Not more than one trial per day 

or three trials per week were conducted. 

Session Sequence 

For each trial and for each receiver: 

(1) The PI selected the appropriately numbered envelope from the box of targets for the receiver. 

(2) In the sender condition, he looked at the selected target for 15 minutes and attempted to "trans
mit" it to the intended receiver during a prearranged trial period. 

(3) In the no-sender condition for the static targets, he placed the sealed envelope on his uncluttered 
desk for the 15 minute trial period. 

(4) In the no-sender condition for the dynamic targets, he played the video repeatedly for 15 minutes 
without sound, and with the TV monitor located in an unoccupied room. 

(5) At the conclusion of the IS-minute trial period, and after the receipt of the receiver'S response by 
FAX, he sent a copy of the target material (i.e., either a photograph or video tape) to the receiver by 
mail. 

During each trial: 

(1) At the prearranged time, the receiver withdrew to a quiet room in his or her home and sat at a desk. 

(2) For a period lasting up to 15 minutes, the receiver wrote and drew his or her impressions of the 
intended target material. 

(3) At the end of the trial, shelhe sent a copy of the response to the PI by FAX machine. 

(4) By return mail, shelhe obtained a copy of the target as feedback for the trial. The target copy and 
original response were subsequently sent to the experiment coordinator in Menlo Park, California. 

We did not provide specific instructions beyond logistical information to the receivers, because they 

were all experienced at this type of task. They were, however, knowledgeable about the general charac

teristics of the two target pools. 

When the experiment coordinator received the receiver's response, all identifying information (Le. 

name, date, and time of trial) was removed. Periodically during the course of the experiment, the ex-

• All randomizations were done with a standard computer algorithm. which is based on a shift-register algorithm by Kendell and 
has been shown to meet the general criteria (or "randomness" (Lewis. 1975)_ 
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periment coordinator provided an analyst, who was blind to the target choice, with a set of responses 

and associated target packs for analysis. 

Analysis 

We conducted two different analyses in this study: 

(1) Our standard l-of-S rank-order technique to construct effect sizes and p-values. 

(2) An analysis of variance (ANOYA) to address the 2x2 questions. 

Rank-Order 

For each trial, there was a single response and its associated target pack (i.e., either static or dynamic). 

An analyst, who was blind to the condition and target for the trial, was asked to rank-order five targets 

(i.e., the intended target and four decoys) within the given pack. This was a forced ranking, so regard

less of the quality of match between the response and targets, he/she had to assign a first place match, a 

second place match, and so on for each of the five targets. The output from this part of the analysis was a 

rank-order number (i.e., one to five, one corresponding to a first place match) for the correct target. 

For each receiver, target type, and condition, there were 10 such rank-order numbers which constituted 

a block of data. A rank-order effect size was computed for a block as: 

Ho - If,.1 
E,.1 = ~' N2_1 

12 

where J\j is the average rank for target type i and sender condition j, and "Ro is the expected average 

rank, which for this study is equal to three for all cases. N is the number of possible ranks and is equal to 

five throughout this study. The effect size reduces to: 

E,.1 = 3 -1f,.1 
./2 

AnalysiS of Variance 

A two-way analysis of variance (ANOYA) was computed for each receiver. The two primary variables 

were target type and sender condition (i.e., ANOYA main effects). Each of these variables possessed 

the two states shown in Table 1 above. 

Hypotheses 

The overall null hypothesis was that Ei,j will not be significantly different from zero. 

Using an F-test, we hypothesized that the quality ofAC does not depend upon a sender regardless of 

target type. Similarly, we used an F-test to test the hypothesis that the quality of AC does not depend 

upon target type, regardless of the sender condition. 

The ANOYA also tests for potential interactions between the target and sender conditions. For exam

ple, it might be that a sender is required for dynamic targets and not for static ones. We did not hypothe

size with regard to interactions. 
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Effect Size Results 

Five receivers completed 40 trials each. Thble 2 shows the effect sizes computed for the 10 trials in each 

cell. The underlined effect sizes indicate I-tailed significant results. Receiver 009 showed significant 

evidence for AC in the static target, no-sender condition (p < 0.02); receiver 372 in the static target, 

sender condition; and receiver 518 in the static target, no-sender condition (p < 0.05). Combined, the 

static, no-sender condition was significant (p < 0.02) 

Thble 2. 

Effect Sizes 

-- Sender No Sender Sender No Sender 
Receiver 

Static Static Dynamic Dynamic 

009 -0.071 !W6 -0.141 0.141 

131 -0.071 -0.071 0.212 0.495 

372 .Q.1!l1 0.141 -0.354 -0.283 

389 0.141 0.212 0.000 0.000 

518 -0.088 .o..uo -0.495 0.283 

Thtals 0.198 ll.2.21 -0.028 0.028 

ANOVA Results 

Thble 3 shows the results of an ANOVA on these data. Since there were 10 trials within each cell, the 

degrees of freedom are the same for all receivers and, therefore, are only shown in the column headings. 

1\vo receivers show significant main effects. Receiver 372 showed a tendency to favor static over dy

namic targets (Le. p < 0.03), and receiver 518 showed a tendency to favor no sender conditions (Le.,p < 
0.04). Notice the underlined values in Thble 3-for these receivers the ANOVA hypothesis that the data 

were drawn from the same distribution is rejected, and there were no significant interactions between 

target type and sender condition. 

Thble 3. 

ANOVA Results 

Sender Condition ThrgetlYPe Interaction 
Receiver 

F(1,36) P-Value F(1,36) P-Value F(1,36) P-Va]ue 

009 0.38 0.54 0.68 0.42 2.08 0.16 

131 0.18 0.67 1.66 0.21 0.18 0.67 

372 1.01 0.32 5.47 am 0.61 0.44 

389 0.01 0.91 0.33 0.57 0.01 0.91 

518 4.43 ruM 0.97 0.33 0.06 0.81 
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Combining results across receivers, the ANaVA showed no significant main effect for the sender condi

tion. The main effect for target type, while not significant, was strongly in favor of the static targets 

(F(l,196) = 291, p < 0.09). We found no significant interactions for the combined data (F(1,196) = 
0.02, p < 0.89). 

Since there were no significant interactions, we combined the data for static targets regardless of the 

sender condition (i.e., 100 trials). The sum-of-ranks was 265 (i.e., exact sum-of-rank probability ofp < 
0.007, effect size = 0.248). The total sum-of-ranks for the dynamic targets was 300 (i.e.,p < 0.50, effect 

size = 0. 000). From these data, we concluded that static targets may be better than dynamic targets. 

Discussion and .Hypothesis Formulation 

Static targets being better than dynamic ones is surprising not only because it fails to support the ganz

feld result, but also because it actually suggests the opposite. There are a number of possible contribut

ing factors for this outcome. They include statistical artifacts, idiosyncrasies of our receivers compared 

to the ganzfeld participants, and procedural differences. Another possibility may be that rank-order 

statistics were used, as they were in the ganzfeld. We find absolute measures of AC are better than 

relative measures in process-oriented research, and since the target-type inference was based on rela

tive measures, perhaps this accounts for some of the result. Please see an expanded discussion of this 

point in the 1993 experiment below. 

We propose, however, a different explanation: the fundamental differences between the target pools in 

this experiment are, in themselves, a source of noise and confound the interpretation. 

1b understand this noise source, we must first assume thatAC data are weak and difficult to recognize. 

Thrget pools which contain a large number of differentiable cognitive elements, in conjunction with re

ceivers who believe that this is the case, are a source of noise. Receivers are encouraged to report any 

imagined impressions, since those impressions might be part of the target. SinceAC is assumed to be 

weak, most of what is generated is more from the receivers imagination than from the signal. This noise 

is generated from an active imagination coupled with an agreement not to edit the internal experience. _ 

A full description of these points can be found in May, Spottiswoode, and James (1994a). ---- ~ 
The receivers in our experiments have learned the natural limitations of our usual National Geographic 

target pool by experience and by instruction. They have become skilled at internal editing and do n9t 

report impressions that they know are absent from the overall target p'ool, thus there is less incorrect 

material in their responses. 

We conclude, therefore, that in this experiment, receivers were unable to produce significant evidence 

ofAC with dynamic targets. They produced, what is for us, significant reduced functioning with static 

targets. We speculated that this drop of functioning in both target conditions arose because the proto

col would not allow the receivers to edit their internal experience. They were told that the dynamic 

targets could be virtually anything, and since they were blind to the static-vs-dynamic target condition, 

they were unable to edit their imaginations, even for the static targets. 

-
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Based on this speculation, we developed the fo]]owing hypotheses for our replication study in 1993: 

(1) A significant increase of AC will be observed for dynamic targets if the dynamic pool is designed 
with a similar set of topics that match the static pool from the 1992 study. 

(2) An increase ofAe will be observed for static targets because the receivers wi]] be able to edit their 
internal experience. 

The 1993 Experiment 
In this experiment, we included a static vs dynamic target condition to replicate the findings from the 

ganzfeld, but dropped the sender condition, since it appeared not to influence the results of our 1992 

investigation. All trials were conducted with a monitor but without a sender. 

Target Pools 

We reciesigned both the static and ~ic targets with the constraint.that they all must confonn to the 

!o_~~ s~, and aff~iv.ity}lOmog~~"eity~he original static targets. ~dentified a large number of 

videos that could be edited to produce SO National Geognzphic-like segments. A singJe frame from with

in each video clip, which was characteristic of the entire clip, acted as its static target pool equivalent. 

Thus, we improved the target pools from our 1992 experiment in two ways: 

(1) The new dynamic pool possessed a reduced number of differerentiable cognitive elements 
compared with the dynamic pool we used in 1992. " 

(2) The content of the dynamic and static pools were nearly identical, by design. 

During the experiment, the targets were chosen randomly and were counter-balanced with regard to 

static and dynamic target types, within receivers. 

All static "frames were digitized (i.e., 640 x 480 pixels) for 24 bits of color infonnation, compressed by 

JPEG, and stored on-line for feedback and display purposes. The dynamic targets were digitized at 

near real-time rate and stored on three magneto-optical read!write diskettes. The "video" clips could 

then be displayed on our full-color, Sun Microsystems computer monitor in real-time. 

Receiver, Monitor, and Sender Selection 

For the new experiment, we chose four of the fIVe experienced receivers who had participated in our 

1992 study. All trials were conducted without a sender and were monitored by the PI, who was blind to 

target type and content for each trial. 

Protocol 

Three receivers contributed 10 trials in each of the two target conditions, and a fourth (i.e., receiver 

372) contributed 15 trials in each condition. 

Trial Schedule 

The experiment was conducted over a seven-month period, and all trials were conducted at our labora

tory in Menlo Park. One of the four receivers (Le., Receiver 009) lives locally, but the others traveled to 

our facility for one-week visits. All viewers participated in no more than one trial per day. 

Approved For Release 2002/05/17 : CIA-RD~96-00789R003200240001-0 
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Session Sequence 

Before the session began, and after the receiver and monitor were sequestered in our AC laboratory, an 

assistant, who was otherwise not involved in the experiment, randomly generated a target in accordance 

with the target selection criteria (i.e., counter-balanced for type within receivers and randomly within 

type). 

During the session: 

• The monitor provided the following tasking statement to the receiver: "There is a scene that needs a 
description. Access to that scene is through the word target." 

• For a period lasting no longer than 15 minutes, the receiver wrote and drew his or her impressions of 
the intended target material, with the monitor asking for clarification on specific response elements. 

• When the monitor and receiver agreed that the data was complete, the monitor halted the session, 
copied the response material, and secured the original. 

• The monitor provided computer-based feedback of the intended target material and emphasized the 
points of agreement between the response and target. 

We again emphasize that for each trial the monitor and receiver were blind to the target selection. 

All four receivers participated in a total of 20 trials with this design. At no time during these trials was 

the target material displayed during theAC session. Instead, the intended target, which existed on a 

computer disk, was designated by name only. Only during the feedback phase was the intended target 

displayed. 

We asked receiver 372 to participate in an additional 10 trials that were randomly counter-balanced 

between static and dynamic targets. We used an automated version of the above procedure and, during 

the session, the target material was silently displayed on a computer monitor in another room. The 

session protocol was identical to the one above except for the automatic target generation and display. 

For these 10 trials, the monitor initiated an automatic computer program after receiver 372 had entered 

theAC laboratory. This program randomly counter-balanced the target type and selected a single tar

get for the session. Regardless of the type, the program required that a specific optical disk, unlabeled 

with regard to content, be mounted and the dynamic version ofthe selected target was then copied to an 

internal hard disk. All static equivalent targets were already resident on the internal hard disk. Once 

the transfer was complete, the monitor was instructed to initiate the trial. For the next 60 seconds, the 

computer screen remained blank, thus allowing the monitor sufficient time to enter the adjacent AC 
laboratory and remain blind to the target choice. At the end of the the 60 seconds, the computer pro

gram began to continuously display the target regardless of type. The computer program kept track of 

all the specific details that were used later during the analysis phase. 

Analysis 

We conducted two different analyses in this experiment: 

(1) Our standard 1-of-5 rank-order technique to construct effect sizes and p-values. 

(2) A blind rating from a predetermined rating scale. 

Our rank-order procedure was similar to the one we used in our 1992 experiment. The sole difference 

was how and when the decoy targets were chosen. In our earlier investigation, the decoys were pre de-
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termined using fuzzy set anruysis and fine tuning. Thus, they existed prior to the start of the experiment. 

In this study, the decoys were chosen by computer at the time of analysis, and did not exist during the 

actual trials. 

Prior to the start of this experiment, Fdi~~~d'~~r50~;~;~'i~~~-io~-;-o~~:~~g~ts.~~~~ Differing 

from our earlier approaches, the targets within each pack were as similar as possible. We were able to 

identify fIVe broadly different topic categories (e.g., cities near water, ruins, etc.), and we created two 

different packs of five targets for each specific category. We made all target pack decisions based on our 

experience and subjective assessment. 

Decoys were chosen by the computer at anruysis time. First, the computer selected the topic set of five 

packets from which the actual target was chosen. Then, the computer randomly selected one target 

from each of the remaining four target packs for the decoys. 

Blind Rating Scale 

Rank-order analysis does not usually indicate the absolute quality of the AC. For example, a response 

that is a near-perfect description of the target receives a rank of one. But a response which is barely 

matchable to the target may also receive a rank of one. Table 4 shows the rating scale that we used to 

perform a blind assessment of the quality of the A C responses, regardless of their rank. Even though 

ranks correlated with ratings (Spearman's e = -0.6, df = 78), we feel that rating scales like this poten

tially reduce an additional source of variance in correlational or comparative studies. 

To apply this subjective scale to anA C trial, an analyst begins with a score of seven and determines if the 

description for that score is correct. If not, then the analyst tries a score of six and so on. In this way the 

scale is traversed from seven to zero until the score.description seems reasonable for the trial. 

Table 4. 

(). 7 Point Assessment Scale 

Score Description 

7 Excellent correspondence, including good analytical detail, with essentially no 
incorrect information 

6 Good correspondence with good analytical information and relatively little 
incorrect information. 

S Good correspondence with unambiguous unique matchable elements, but 
some incorrect information. 

4 
Good correspondence with several matchable elements intermixed with 
incorrect information. 

3 
Mixture of correct and incorrect elements, but enough of the former to indicate 
receiver has made contact with the site. 

2 
Some correct elements, but not sufficient to suggest results beyond chance 
expectation. 

1 Little correspondence. 

0 No correspondence. 

Figures 1 through 3 (pages 12 through 14), illustrate the application of this scale and show that the quali· 

ty of an AC response is not indicated by a first·place ranking. All three examples were given a rank of 
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one in a blind analysis from our 1992 study. The response to the waterfall target in Figure 1 incJuded a 

number of pages of material about a city and other man-made elements. In a11 of our analyses, we strict

ly adhered to the concept that any material a receiver deletes from the the response prior to feedback is 

not counted in the analysis. As the receiver deleted the descriptions of man-made elements during the 

trial, the response in Figure 1 is considered as complete. This target-response pair received a score of 

seven. Figures 2 and 3 show examples of scores of low and one, respectively. In both cases, these re

sponses were not edited by the receiver. 

Hypotheses 

The overall null hypothesis was that the effect sizes will not be significantly different from zero. We used 

an X2 to test the hYPC;thesis that the quality ofAe, as measured by rank-order, does not depend upon 

target type. 

Data Analysis and Results 

The analysis for this study was partially automated. All the trial infonnation was stored in a computer 

file and could be read only by the analysis program to guard against inadvertent display. An analyst 

initiated the program and selected which receiver to analyze. Since the program kept track of the re

sults, it instructed the analyst which response to examine for the current trial. If the target for that trial 

was dynamic, the program instructed the analyst to insert enough disks, which were unlabeled with re

gard to content, so that the target and four decoys could be copied to the computer hard disk. If the trial 

target was static, this step was unnecessary, as the static targets were already present on the hard disk. 

A randomized order of the decoys and the target were presented in tabular fonn. A mouse click on the 

target name would launch either the dynamic or static display of the selected target. By this method, an 

analyst could review the entire target pack and rank-order them as usual. The ranks were entered into 

an appropriate place on the computer fonn. The ratings were done at the same time and entered into 

the fonn. Only after the completion of the analysis for this single trial was the data was locked into a file. 

The analyst could then select feedback as to the correct answer. The results for individual receivers 

were maintained in separate files. Three receivers participated in 10 trials for each target type and a 

fourth, 372, participated in 15 trials per target type. Tables 5 shows the average rank, the effect size and 

its associated p-value for the static target condition. We see that the combined data is significant and 

three of the four receivers produced independently significant results. 

Thble 5. 

Results for Static Targets 

Receiver <Rank> ES p-value 

9 2.20 0565 0.037 

372 1.87 0.801 9.7x 10-4 

389 3.10 -0.071 0589 

518 1.90 0.778 7.2 x 10-3 

Totals 2.22 0550 1.1 x 10-4 
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TARGET 

spray In the air 

water flowing 

2) Troubled by city1eeting. CoWd bIIthaUhe 
uprights .,. nanuaJ rather than man
~. In which case the city inta'pretaUon 
is Incorrect and I am fHting MESA. I'D 
check verUcaJs. 

3) OaETE Ughts, structure, structures. 
building. and city. We gats a waterfall 
dude. . ' 

Figure 1. Target and response with a rating of 7. 
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1 

long 

---~c 
:z ~ 

two circular shapes in front. lice steppjng C :) 
.... ina garden ---

3 ~)ID1 
dark Interior 

lang hollow tuba, like crashing surf on a 
beach - -..wei Pipeline-

Figure 2. Target and response with a rating of 4. 
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BEGlN-1D:3Q AU 

putty baJIa - amost cattan-llke. Cottony 
putty splotChes. Movement - whizzing 
through these cottony puffs fast. Damp
ness. A long walkway & metal girders. 

BREAK 

, keep wanting to say - specificaUy - alr
fte6d r..dIng strip. Flat land. Big airplanes 
woWd land h.. like naval carriers. Has a 
broJ(., while fine down the center at strip & 
you .. it Slraight on - Uks you wouJd be 
coming in for a landing. 

Figure 3. Target and response with a rating of 1. 
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Rank-order 

We [",bserved a strong increase ofAC for the static targets in the 1993 trials as compared to that of the 

1992 trials (X2 = 3.158, df = 1, p < 0.075). Three of the four receivers had improved results in the 1993 

trials as compared to those of 1992. Thus, the second hypothesis (i.e., an increase inAC for static tar

gets) was supported. 

Thble 6 shows the same data for the dynamic targets. 

Thble 6. 

Results for Dynamic Thrgets 

Receiver <Rank> ES p-value 

9 1.70 0.919 1.8 x 10-3 

372 1.93 0.754 1.8 x 10-3 

389 3.00 0.000 0.500 

518 2.40 0.424 0.091 

Totals 2.22 0.550 1.1 x 10-4 

Using the rank-order statistics above, we saw no difference between static and dynamic targets in this 

study. The first hypothesis was confrrmed: we observed a significant increase of AC with dynamic tar

gets in 1993 from that of 1992 (X2 = 9.942, df = 1, p < 1.6 x 1O-l). 

We then examined the question of static vs dynamic targets with regard to our blind rating system. Fig

ure 4 shows the relative density for the static vs dynamic targets for the three significant receivers only. 

The mean and standard deviation for the static and dynamic targets was 3.31±1. 73 and 3. 91±206, reo 

spectively (t = 1.32, df = 68, p < 0.096). Including all receivers the means and standard deviations were 

3.22±187 and 3.51 ±2 06, respectively (t = 0.690, df = 88, p < 0.246). 

~ 
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~ 0.'0 l
e 
.~ 
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~ 
0.00 I-

-
I 

-
i----I, ....... ~ 

L...----II. ...... : -

-
-

0.00L----0~--~~~2~~~~~4--~--~~6-~~~~B 

Blind Rating Score 0 - > 7 

Figure 4. Static (dotted) vs Dynamic Ratings for Three Significant Receivers 
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It is difficult to interpret this analysis. Ifwe claim that dynamic targets should be more readil}' senseo oy 

AC, then we are entitled to examine only the significant receivers. While not overtly so, the trend sup

ports that assertion. Ratings, however, can be biased because of content. We could argue that this dif

ference is simply due to that fact that there is more content in the dynamic targets than in the static ones. 

There are two arguments against this assertion, however. In this experiment, the content of the dynam

ic targets was carefully chosen to match that of the static targets. In addition, our rating scale is sensitive 

to both incorrect and correct information. It seems unlikely, therefore, that the increase in SCOrihg can 

be accounted for by content bias. 

We see little evidence for a target type dependency when we include all receivers, or when we examine 

the overall difference~ using the rank-order data (X2 = 0, df = 1, P < 0.5). 

General Discussion and Conclusions 
In our first experiment, we found thatAC statistics with static targefs were better than with dynamic 

ones. We hypothesized that this difference resulted from a combination of the target pool design and 

the receivers' expectations. Following this idea, May, Spottiswoode, and James (1994a) define target 

pool bandwidth as the number of differentiable cognitive elements in a target pool. They suggest that a 

target pool, such as our original static pool, which contains enough elements to prevent guessing, while 

at the same time allowing for some internal editing of receivers' imagination, is optimal with regard to 

the reduction of noise. In the first experiment, the dynamic target pool did not fit this ideal. When we 

constructed a better dynamic pool for the second experiment, we observed commensurate increases in 

the effect sizes. May, Spottiswoode, and James suggest that their target pool bandwidth concept is test

able, and it is our hope that these tests will be conducted in the near future. 

In the second experiment, even after correcting possible defects in our target pool design, we were un

able to observe a significant target type dependency. On the other hand, the direction for a replication 

is clear. May, Spottiswoode, and James (1994b) suggest that they have identified an intrinsic target 

property that correlates with the quality ofAC (i.e., gradient of Shannon's entropy). If this is true, then 

there might be a fundamental argument that implies that dynamic targets should be better than static 

targets, all else being equal. If a dynamic and static target pool were constructed on the basis of the 

largest possible gradients of Shannon's entropy, then we would expect a significant improvement of the 

AC effect size and result that strongly favors the dynamic targets. 

Finally, we comment upon the sender condition. Our results show, as in forced-choiceAC, that a sender 

is not a requirement. It is reasonable to expect that if the sender condition is not blind, then some de

pendencies might be observed. Dr. Robert Morris and the research group of the Psychology depart

ment at the University of Edinburgh are currently conducting a study to answer the necessary and/or 

sufficient requirement of a sender. 
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Abstract 

Managing the Target Pool Bandwidth: 
Noise Reduction 

for 
Anomalous Cognition Experiments 

by 

Edwin C. May, Ph.D 
S. James P. Spottiswoode (Consultant) 

and 
Christine L James 

Science Applications International Corporation 
Cognitive Sciences Laboratory 

Menlo Park, CA 

Lantz, Luke, and May (1994) reported in the first of two studies that experienced receivers from the 

Cognitive Sciences Laboratory produced significant evidence for anomalous cognition (AC) of static 

targets, but showed little evidence for A C of dynamic targets. This result was surprising-it was directly 

opposite to the results that were derived from the ganzfeld database (Bern and Honorton, 1994). In 
Lantz, Luke, and May's experiment, the topics of the dynamic targets were virtually unlimited, whereas 

the topics for the static targets were constrained in content, size of cognitive elements, and range of 

affect. In a second experiment, Lantz, Luke, and May redesigned the target pools to correct this unbal

ance and observed significant improvement of AC functioning. We incorporate these findings into a 
definition of target pool bandwidth and propose that the proper selection of bandwidth will lead to a 

reduction of incorrect information in free-responseAC. 
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Introduction 
Effect sizes from forced-choice experiments are much lower than those from free-response studies. For 

example, in precognition (Honorton and Ferrari, 1989) and real-time (Honorton, 1975) forced-choice 

experiments, the effect size (i.e., ZI ... /n) is 0.02, While in the free-response ganzfeld (Bern and Honor

ton, 1994), the effect size is 0.159. Even if we consider the ganzfeld response as a "forced-choice" 

among four alternatives, the 1t effect size, which converts 1-in-n into an effective binary choice hitting 

rate (Rosenthal and Rubin, 1989 and Rosenthal, 1991), is 0.5123±0.0004 for card guessing and 

0.5854±Q.0287 for the ganzfeld (t = 46.2, df .... 2 x 10~ P .... 0). The large t-score is probably due to the 

large number of forced-choice trials (i.e., 2 X 1(6). Considering that the mean of the forced-choice ef

fect size is 2.50 smaller than that of the ganzfeld, however, there is clearly a meaningful difference. One 

potential source of noise in forced-choice experiments, particularly when trial-by-trial feedback is giv

en, is memory of the previous trial and knowledge of the complete set of possibilities. For example, 

suppose a receiver (i.e., participant, subject) is asked to guess if a particular card from a normal deck of 

playing cards is red or black. Suppose further that there is some putative information coming either 

from the card or from the mind of a sender, and that the receiver is a "good" imager (i.e., can easily 

picture a brilliant image of a playing card in herlhis mind). The receiver's task, then, can be reduced to 

simple signal detection. Yet, if anomalous cognition (AC). is not a robust information transfer mecha

nism, and it appears that it is not, the "signal" is easily lost among the vibrant internal imagery from the 

memory of all alternative playing cards. The reSUlting effect sizes, therefore, are reduced. 

The ganzfeld itself was developed as a somatic-sensory noise reduction procedure (Honorton and 

Harper,1974). Honorton argued that by placing a receiver in a sensory-reduced environment, her/his 

reactions to the environment would be sharply reduced, encouraging a commensurate reduction of 

noise. Based upon the results of our current work, we argue that a major contributor of noise in any 

free-response study is cognitive and arises, in part, because of the target pool design. 

One result from the ganzfeld experiments suggests that dynamic targets produce stronger results than 

static targets (Bem and Honorton, 1994). Lantz, Luke, and May (1994) attempted to replicate this find

ing in two lengthy experiments in 1992 and 1993. The first of these explored, in a 2 X 2 design, the rela

tionship of sender vs no-sender and static vs dynamic target type on the quality of the AC. Since Lantz, 

Luke, and May reported no significant effects or interactions due to the sender condition, we will ignore 

that aspect of this first experiment. In the second experiment, they conducted all trials without a sender 

and changed the characteristics of the target pool. This paper describes the insights gained from these 

two studies which led both to the concept of target pool bandwidth, and to a potential way of reducing 

noise in free-responseAC. 

Summary of the first Anomalous Cognition Experiment - 1992 
We begin by summarizing the experiment and pertinent results from a study that was conducted in 1992, 

the details of which maybe found in Lantz, Luke, and May (1994). In the experiment, a staticvs dynam

ic target condition was included to replicate the findings from the ganzfeld. 

• The Cognitive Sciences Laboratory has adopted the tennanomaJow ~1Ilalpheno~na instead of the more widely knownpsi. 
Likewise, we use the tenns anom4lou.r cogniJion and IUJOm4iow perturlxWon for ESP and PK, respectively. We have done so 
because we believe that these tenus are more narurally descriptive of the observables and are neutral in that they do not imply 
mechanisms. These new terms will be used throughout this paper. 
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Target Pools - 1992 

For the static targets, Lantz, Luke, and May used a subset of 50 of our traditional National Geographic 
magazine collection of photographs (May, Utts, Humphrey, Luke, Frivold, and 'Ii"ask, 1990). These 

targets had the following characteristics: 

• 1bpic homogeneity. The photographs contained outdoor scenes of settlements (e.g., villages, towns, 
cities, etc.), water (e.g., coasts, rivers and streams, waterfalls, etc.), and topography (e.g., mountains, 
hills, desserts, etc.). -

• Size homogeneity. Theget elements are all roughly the same size. That is, there are no size surprises 
such as an ant in one photograph and the moon in another. 

• Affectivity homogeneity. As much as possible, the targets included materials which invoke neutral affec-
tivity. -. 

This pool is perhaps better characterized by what it does not contain. There are no people, animals, 

transportation devices or situations in which one would find these items-and no emotionally arousing 

pictures. 

The dynamic targets, on the other hand, followed similar lines to those from the ganzfeld studies. 

Lantz, Luke, and May digitized and compressed video clips from a variety of popular movies or docu

mentaries. With the exception of cartoons and sexually-oriented material, the clips could contain virtu

ally anything. Examples included an indoor motor bike race and a slow panoramic scan of the statues on 

Easter island. Almost all of the characteristics of the static target pool were violated. The only common 

characteristic was thematic homogeneity within any given dynamic clip; across targets there were no 

restrictions on content. 

Data Analysis and Results - 1992 

For each response, a single analyst conducted a blind ranking of five targets-the intended one and four 

decoys-in the usual way. The expected mean-chance rank was three. Effect sized were computed by: 

where N is the number of rank possibilities (i.e., five in our case) and ~ and ~ are the expected and 

observed average ranks, respectively. The p-values were computed from Z = ES X -Iii; where n is the 

number of trials. 

Each receiver participated in 20 trials for each target type, regardless of sender condition. Table 1 shows 

the average rank, the effect size, and its associated p-value for the static target condition. We see that 

the combined data is significant and that two of our most experienced receivers, 9 and 372, produced 

independently significant results. 
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Thble 1. 

Results for Static Thrgets - 1992 Experiment 

Receiver <Rank> ES p-value 

9 2.40 0.424 0.034 

131 3.10 -0.071 0.653 

372 240 0.424 0.034 

389 2.75 0.177 0.240 

518 2.60 0.283 0.119 

Thtals 2.65 0.247 6.8x 10-3 

Thble 2 shows the same data for the dynamic target condition. 

Thble 2 

Results for Dynamic Thrgets - 1992 Experiment 

Receiver <Rank> ES p-value 

9 3.00 0.000 0500 

131 2.50 0.354 0.057 

372 3.40 -0.283 0.897 

389 3.00 0.000 0.500 

518 3.10 -0.071 0.624 

Thtals 3.00 0.000 0.500 

With the possible exception of receiver 131, AC on the dynamic targets failed to show any evidence of 

functioning. The difference between these two target conditions favors the static targets (X2 = 3.050, df 

= 1, p < 0.OB1). 

Hypothesis Formulation and Discussion - 1992 

Static targets being better than dynamic ones is surprising-not only because it fails to support the ganz

feld result, but also because it suggests the opposite. There are a number of possible contributing fac

tors for this outcome. They include statistical artifacts, idiosyncrasies of our receivers compared to the 

ganzfeld participants, and procedural differences. Another possibility may be that, as in the ganzfeld, 

participants used a rank-order technique for judging even though only the first-place matches were 

used for the statistic. Since absolute measures of AC are better than relative measures in process-ori

ented research, and since the target-type inference was based on relative measures, perhaps this ac

counts for some of the result. A full discussion of these points may be found in Lantz, Luke, and May 

(1994). 

We propose a different explanation: a fundamental difference between the experiment's dynamic and 

static target pools are, in themselves, a source of noise. 
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The sources of noise in the forced-choice domain are reasonably understood (i.e., memory in conJunc- --

tion with complete knowledge of the target pool elements). A new insight for us was another potential 

source of noise in the free-response domain. To understand this noise source, we must first assume that 

AC data are weak and difficult to recognize. Thrget pools which contain a large number of diverse cogni-

tive elements, in conjunction with receivers who believe that this is the case, are a source of noise. Re

ceivers will tend to report any imagined impressions, since those impressions might be part of the target. 

SinceAC is assumed to be weak, most of the generated impressions are from the receivers imagination 

rather than from the target. Furthermore, it follows that the noise will increase when these impressions 

are unable to be internally edited and must be reported. That is, noise is generated not so much from an 

active imagination, but imagination coupled with an agreement not to edit the internal experience. 

Editing our internal eXperience is something we all do in our daily communication: we rarely report to a 

friend that our mind momentarily wandered during an interesting discussion. Humans appear to have 

an ability for mUlti-processing, but we use situational filters to communicate coherently. So, why would 

we deny this same ability to participants inAC experiments? In Figure 1, we represent schematically the 

contributions to the noise produced by memory and the noise produced by not editing imagination. 

u 
OIl 

~ 

-+00 

Differentiable Cognitive Elements in the Thrget Pool 

Figure 1. Schematic Representation of Sources of Cognitive Noise 

As the number of differentiable cognitive elements in a target pool increases from two (for a binary 

choice) to nearly inrmite (for the universe). we propose that there is a trade-off between noise arising 

from memory and noise arising from unedited imagination. For target pools containing fewer ele

ments, the noise contribution from memory (i.e., the curve labeled "Memory" in Figure 1) exceeds im

pressions arising from edited imagination. Regardless of one's internal fantasies, there is usually a com

plete protocol restriction on allowable responses. The reverse is true for target pools that contain a 

large number of cognitive elements: the contribution to the noise because of unedited imagination ex

ceeds that arising from memory. In this case, protocols usually suggest that receivers report nearly all 

internal impressions (e.g., in the ganzfeld protocol), and since there will likely be far more of these im

pressions than there are target elements, the noise is increased. At the same time, since there are a large 

number of elements, and because it is difficult to remember all possible elements and their factorial 
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combinations, the contribution to the noise due to memory is reduced. We suggest that our National 
Geographic magazine target pool represents a good compromise: there are enough differentiable ele

ments to reduce the effects of memory, but few enough to allow reasonable editing of internal experi

ences that arise from imagination. 

The; receivers in our experiments have, over time, learned the natural limitations of the National Geo
graphic target pool by experience and by instruction. They have become skilled at internal editing and 

do not report impressions that they know are absent from the overall target pool-thus there is less 

incorrect material in their responses. 

In Lantz, Luke, and May's 1992 experiment, where the dynamic targets could be virtually anything, the 

receivers were unable-to produce significant evidence ofAC. They also produced, what is for us, signifi

cantly reduced functioning with static targets. We speculate that this drop of functioning in both target 

conditions arose because the protocol would not allow the receivers to edit their internal experience. 

Since the dynamic targets could consist of anything, and since the receivers were blind to the static-vs

dynamic target condition, they were unable to edit their imaginations, even for the static targets. To 

illustrate this point, suppose that half the target pool were ESP cards and the other half were the ganz

feld dynamic targets, but the receivers were blind to the target condition. In any given trial, even though 

the target is actua])y the star ESP card, the receiver is inclined to report all internal imagery, whether it 

be cartoon figures, car races, and/or sex scenes from movies. This increased the incorrect information 

over what it would be for a simpler target pool of ESP-cards alone. 

A strong word of caution is in order. Editing of internal experience because of sensory knowledge of the 

target pool cannot inflate a differential rank-order statistic. It will, however, bias any rating scale to

ward larger values. This is not a problem if ratings are used in correlational or comparative studies. 

We define target pool bandwidth as the number of differentiable cognitive elements in the target pool. 

Forced-choice experiments usually represent small bandwidths, video clips usually represent a large 

bandwidth, and the National Geographic magazine photographs represent an intermediate bandwidth. 

At this time, the defmition is qualitative, but we will indicate ways in which it can be made more quanti

tative. Nonetheless, the target pool bandwidth concept is testable. 

The following hypotheses formed the basis of Lantz, Luke, and May's second study in 1993: 

(1) A significant increase ofAC will be observed for dynamic targets if the dynamic pool is designed 
with an intermediate target pool bandwidth that matches the static pool from the 1992 study. 

(2) An increase ofAC will be observed for static targets because the receivers will be able to edit their 
internal experience. 

Summary of the second Anomalous Cognition Experiment -1993 
The details of the 1993 study may also be found in Lantz, Luke, and May (1994). In that study, they 

included a static vs dynamic target condition to replicate the flndings from the ganzfeld, but dropped 

the sender condition: all trials were conducted without a sender. 
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Target Pools - 1993 

For this experiment, Lantz, Luke, and May redesigned both .the static and dynamic targets with the 

constraint that they all must conform to the topic, size, and affectivity homogeneity of the original static 

targets. Surprisingly enough, they identified a large number of videos that could be edited to produce 

SO National Geographic-like segments: an airplane ride through Bryce Canyon in Utah or a scanning 

panoramic view of Yosemite Falls. Lantz, Luke, and May selected a single frame from within each dy
namic target video clip, which was characteristic of the entire clip, to act as its static equivalent. 

Thus, they were able to improve the target pools in two ways: 

(1) The dynamic pool possessed an intermediate target pool bandwidth. 

(2) The bandwidth of the dynamic and static pools were nearly identical, by design. 

Data Analysis and Results - 1993 

For each response, a single analyst conducted a blind ranking of five targets-the intended one and four 

decoys-in the usual way. Lantz, Luke, and May computed effect sizes in the same way as in the 1992 

study. 

Three receivers individually participated in 10 trials for each target type and a fourth, 372, participated 

in 15 trials per target type. Thble 3 shows the average rank, the effect size, and its associated p-value for 

the static target condition. We see that the combined data is significant and three of the four receivers 

produced independently significant results. 

Thble 3. 

Results for Static Thrgets - 1993 Experiment 

Receiver <Rank> ES p-value 

9 2.20 0.565 0.037 

372 1.87 0.801 9.7 X 10-4 

389 3.10 -0.071 0.589 

518 1.90 0.778 7.2x 10-3 

Totals 2.22 0.550 1.1 x 10-5 

Lantz, Luke, and May observed a nearly significant increase ofAC for the static targets in the 1993 ex

periment compared to that of the 1992 experiment (X2 = 3.158, df = 1, P < 0.075), and three of the four 

receivers improved from their 1992 results. Thus, the second hypothesis (Le., an increase in AC for 

static targets) was strongly supported. Table 4 shows the same data for the dynamic targets. 
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Thble 4. 

Results for Dynamic Thrgets - 1993 Experiment 

Receiver <Rank> ES p-value 

9 1.70 0.919 1.8 x 10-3 

372 1.93 0.754 1.8 x 10-3 

389 3.00 0.000 0500 

518 2.40 0.424 0.091 

-- Thtals 2.22 0550 1.1 x 10-5 

Using the rank-order statistics above, Lantz, Luke, and May saw no difference between static and dy
namic targets in their 1993 study. The first hypothesis was confirmed: they observed a significant in

crease ofAC with dynamic targets in 1993 from that of 1992 (X2 = 9.942, df = 1, P < 1.6 x 10-3). 

A detailed analysis of the static vs dynamic target issue may be found in Lantz, Luke, and May (1994) 

and in May, Spottiswoode, and James (1994). 

General Discussion and Conclusions 
One possible interpretation of the results from Lantz, Luke, and May's two experiments is that the 

noise was sharply reduced by narrowing the target pool bandwidth. They observed a significant increase 

ofAC with the dynamic targets and a large increase with the static ones. Caution is advised in that this 

analysis is post hoc, and there were a number of potential contributing factors. For example, in the first 

experiment, receivers were not monitored and were at distances ranging from a few 100s to lOoos of km 
from the targets. ·In addition, feedback was delayed for a few days due to the delivery time of the U.S. 

postal service. In the second experiment, the receivers were monitored, given immediate feedback, and 

the targets were meters away. Yet, we find the bandwidth analysis com pelting because of its "common 

sense" appeal. Since the properties attributed to target pool bandwidth may be subjected to experimen

tal scrutiny, we urge that such studies be carried out. For example, is there a parabolic-like functional 

relationship between the target pool bandwidth and theAC ~ffect size? 

To conduct such experiments, we need to develop a quantitative definition of target pool bandwidth. 

This implies a quantitative definition of cognitive content, and we have been applying our fuzzy set 

analysis (May, Utts, Humphrey, Luke, Frivold, and Trask, 1990) toward this end. We are also looking at 

other measures that might be used. Nonetheless, it seems clear that a quantitative definition of band

width is within reach. Once realized, and if the target pool bandwidth idea can be verified, we all may 

benefit from a specific protocol that will reduce the noise in free-responseAC experiments. 
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Shannon Entropy as an Intrinsic Target Property: 

Abstract 

Toward a Reductionist Model 
of 

Anomalous Cognition 

by 

Edwin C. May, Ph.D. 
S. James P. Spottiswoode (Consultant) 

and 
Christine L James 

Science Applications International Corporation 
Cognitive Sciences Laboratory 

Menlo Park, CA 

We propose that the average total change of Shannon's entropy is a candidate for an intrinsic target 

property. We analyze the results of two lengthy experiments that were conducted from 1992 through 

1993 and find a significant correlation (Spearman's (] = 0.337, df = 31, t = 1.99, P < 0.028) with an 

absolute measure of the quality of the anomalous cognition. The 1993 result replicated the similar fin~
ing from the 1992 study. We describe the methodology, the calculations, and correlations in detail and 

provide guidelines for those who may wish to conduct similar studies. In addition, we provide circum

stantial evidence which leads us toward a reductionist view of anomalous cognition . 
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Introduction 
The psychophysical properties of the fIVe known senses are well known (Reichert, 1992). At the "front 

end," they share similar properties. For example, each system possesses receptor cells that convert 

some form of energy (e.g., photons for the visual system, sound waves for the audio system) into electro

chemical signals. The transfer functions are sigmoid; that is, there is a threshold for physical excitation, 

a linear region, and a saturation level above which more input produces that same output. How these 

psychophysical reactions translate to sensational experience is not well understood, but all the systems 

do possess an awareness threshold similar to the subliminal threshold for the visual system. 

Since all the known senses appear to share these common properties, it is reasonable to expect that if 
anomalous cognition-(AC)· is mediated through some additional "sensory" system, then it, too, should 

share similar properties. For example, a putativeAC sensory system should possess receptor cells that 

have a sigmoidal ,ransfer function and exhibit threshold and saturation phenomena. As far as we know, 

there are no candidate neurons in the peripheral systems whose functions are currently not understood. 

So, if receptor cells exist, it is like]ythat they will be found in the central nervous system. Since 1989, our 

laboratory has been conducting a search for such receptor sites (May, Luke, Trask, and Frivold, 1990); 

that activity continues. 

There is a second way in which receptor-like behavior might be seen in lieu of a neurophysiology study. 

If either an energy carrier for AC or something that correlated with it were known, then it might be 

possible to infer sigmoidal functioning at the behavioral level as opposed to the cellular level. Suppose 

we could identify an intrinsic target property that correlated withAC behavior. Then, by manipulating 

this variable, we might expect to see a threshold at low magnitudes and saturation at high magnitudes. 

To construct such an experiment, it is mandatory that we eliminate, as much as possible, all extraneous 

sources of variance and adopt an absolute measure for theACbehavior (Lantz, Luke, and May, 1994). 

We can reduce onc source of variance by considering what constitutes a good target in an A C experi

ment. Delanoy (1988) reported on a survey of the literature for successfulAC experiments and catego

rized the target material according to perceptual, psychological and physical characteristics. Except for 

trends related to dynamic, multi-sensory targets, she was unable to observe systematic correlations of 

AC quality with her target categories. 

Watt (1988) examined the target question from a theoretical perspective. She concluded that the "best" 

AC targets are those that are meaningful, have emotional impact, and contain human interest. Those 

targets that have physical features that stand out from their backgrounds or contain movement, novelty, 

and incongruity are also good targets. 

In trying to understand these fmdings and develop a methodology for target selection for process-ori

ented research, we have constructed a metaphor. Figure 1 shows three conceptual domains that con

tnbute to the variability in AC experiments. The engineering metaphor of source, transmission, and 

detector allows us to assign known contributors to the variance of specific domains. Without controlling 

• The Cognitive Sciences Laboratory has adopted the term anomalous menJaJpheflOmena instead o( the more widely knownpsi. 
Likewise, we use the terms anomalous cognilion and anomalous perturbaJion (or ESP and P K, respectively. We have done so 
because we believe that these terms are more narurally desaiptive o( the observables and are neutral in that they do not imply 
mechanisms. These new terms will be used throughout this paper. 
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or understanding these sources, interpreting the results from process-oriented research is problemati

cal, if not impossible. 

TI'ansmission 

Source Detector 

* 
Figure 1. Information-transfer Metaphor 

For example, suppose that the quality of an A C response actually depended upon the physical size of a 

target, and that affectivity was also a contributing factor. That is, a large target that was emotionally 

appealing was reported more often more correctly. Obviously, both factors are important in optimizing 

the outcome; however, suppose we were studying the effect of target size alone. Then an "attractive" 

small target might register as well as a less attractive large target and the size dependency would be con

founded in unknown ways. 

Our metaphor allows us to assign variables, such as these, to specific elements. Clearly, an individual's 

psychological response to a target is not an intrinsic property of a target; rather, it is a property of the 

receiver. Likewise, size is a physical property of the target and is unrelated to the receiver. Generally; 

this metaphor allows us to lump together the psychology, personality, and physiology of the receiver and 

consider these important factors as contributors to a detector "efficiency." If it is true that an emotion

ally appealing target is easier to sense by some individuals, we can think of them as more efficient at 

those tasks. In the same way, all physical properties of a target are intrinsic to the target and do not 

depend on the detector efficiency. Perhaps, temporal and spatial distance between target and receiver 

are intrinsic to neither the target nor the receiver, but rather to the transmission mechanism, whatever 

that maybe. 

More than just nomenclature, our metaphor can guide us in designing experiments to decrease certain 

variabilities in order to conduct meaningful process-oriented research. Some of the methodological 

improvements seem obvious. If the research objective is to understand the properties of A C rather than 

understanding how anAC ability may be distributed in the population, then combining results across 

receivers should be done with great caution. To understand how to increase high jumping ability, for 

example, it makes no sense to use a random sample from the general population as high jumpers; rather, 

find a good high jumper and conduct vertical studies (no pun intended). So, too, is it true in the study of 

A C. We can easily reduce the variance by asking given receivers to participate in a large number of trials 

and not combining their results. 
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May, Spottiswoode, and James (1994) suggest that by limiting the number of cognitively differentiable 

elements within a target, the variance can also be decreased. A further reduction of potential variance 

can be realized if the target pool is such that a receiver's emotionaVpsychological response is likely to be 

more uniform across targets (i.e., reducing the detector variance as shown in Figure 1). 

Having selected experienced receivers and attended to these methodological considerations, we could 

then focus our attention on examining ~rinsic target properties. If we are successful at identifying one 

such property, then all process-orientedAC research would be significantly improved because we would 

be able to control a source of variance that is target specific. The remainder of the paper describes two 

lengthy studies that provide the experimental evidence to suggest that the average of the total change of 

Shannon's entropy is,~ne such intrinsic target property. 

Approach 
TheAC methodological details for the two experiments can be found in Lantz, Luke, and May (1994). 

In this section, we focus on the target calculations and the analysis techniques. 

Shannon Entropy: A Short Description 

Building upon the pioneering work of Leo Szilard (1925, 1929), Shannon and Weaver (1949) developed 

what is now called information theory. This theory formalizes the intuitive idea of information that 

there is more "information" in rare events, such as winning the lottery, than in common ones, such as 

taking a breath. Shannon defined the entropy for a given system as the logarithmic average of the prob

ability of occurrence of all possible events in the system. Entropy, used in this sense, is defined as a 

measure of our uncertainty, or lack of information, about a system. Suppose, for example, we had an 

octagonal fair die (i.e., each of the eight sides is equally likely to come up). Applying Equation 1, below, 

to this system gives an entropy of three bits, which is in fact the maximum possible for this system. If, on 

the other hand, the die were completely biased so that the same side always came up, the entropy would 

be zero. In other words, if each outcome is equally likely then each event- has the maximum surprise. 

Conversely, there is no surprise if the same side always lands facing up. 

In the case of images, a similar analysis can be used to calculate the entropy. For simplicity, consider a 

black and white image in which the brightness, or luminance, of each picture element, or pixel, is mea

sured on a scale from zero to 255, that is, with an eight bit binary number. Equation 1 can again be us~d 

to arrive at a measure of the picture's entropy. As with the other sensory systems were gradients are 

more easily detected, we shall show that the gradient of Shannon's entropy is correlated with AC perfor

mance far better than the entropy itself. 

In other sensory systems, receptor cells are sensitive to incident energy regardless of "meaning", which 

is ascribed as a later cognitive function. Shannon entropy is also devoid of meaning. The pixel analysis 

ignores anything to do with cognitive features. From this point of view, a photograph of a nuclear blast 

is, perhaps, no more Shannon-entropic than a photograph of a kitten; it all depends on the intensities, 

which were used to create the photographs. 
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Target Calculations 
Because of the analogy with other sensorial systems, we expected that the change of entropy would be 

more sensitive than would be the entropy alone. The target variable that we considered, therefore, was 

the average total change of entropy. In the case of image data, the entropy is defmed as: 

N. 
Sit. = - I p""log'l.cp",,), (1) 

",-0 

where PmJc is the probability of finding image intensity m of color k. In a standard, digitized, true color 

image, each pixel (ie., picture element) contains eight binary bits of red, green, and blue intensity, re

spectively. That is, JV.k is 255 (i.e., 28-1) for each k, k = r, g, b. For color, k, the total change of the 

entropy in differential form is given by: 

dS. = /VS • . ~ + la:'lldl. (2) 

We must specify the spatial and temporal resolution before we can compute the total change of entropy 

for a real image. Henceforth, we drop the color index, k, and assume that all quantities are computed 

for each color and then summed. 

1b compute the entropy from Equation 1, we must specify empirically the intensity probabilities,Pm' In 

Lantz, Luke, and May's 1993 experiment, the targets were all video clips that met the following criteria: 

• Topic homogeneity. The photographs contained outdoor scenes of settlements (e.g., villages, towns, 
cities, etc.), water (e.g., coasts, rivers and streams, waterfalls, etc.), and topography (e.g., mountains, 
hills, desserts, etc.). 

• Size homogeneity. larget elements are an roughly the same size. That is, there are no size surprises 
such as an ant in one photograph and the moon in another. 

• Affectivity homogeneity. As much as possible, the targets included materials which invoke neutral 
affectivity. 

For static targets, a single charactetjstic frame from a video segment was digitized (i.e., 640 X 480 pixels) 

for eight bits of information of red, green, and blue intensity. The video image conformed to the NTSC 

standard aspect ratio of 4x3, so we arbitrarily assumed an area (i.e., macro-pixel) of 16 x12 = 192 pix

els from which we calculated the Pm. Since during the feedback phase of a trial the images were dis

played on a Sun Microsystems standard 19-inch color monitor, and since they occupied an area approxi

mately 20 X 15 em square, the physical size of the macro-pixels was approximately 0.5 cm square. Since 

major cognitive elements were usually not smaller than this, this choice was reasonable-192 pixels 

were sufficient to provide a smooth estimate of the Pm. 

For this macro-pixel size, the target frame was divided into a 40x40 array. The entropy for the (i,j)'th 

macro-pixel was computed as: 

N-l 

Sij = - I P ... logl(P ... ), 
... -0 

where Pm is computedempirically only from the pixels in the (i, j) macro-pixel and m is the pixel intensi

ty. For example, consider the white square in the upper left portion of the target photograph shown in 

Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. City with a Mosque 

The green probability distribution for this macro-pixel (3,3) is shown in Figure 3. The probability densi

ty and the photograph itself indicate that most of the intensity in this macro-pixel is near zero (i.e., no 

intensity of green in this case). In a similar fashion, the Sij are calculated for the entire scene. Since i and 

j range from zero to 40, each frame contains a total of 1,600 macro-pixels. 

60 

Intensity (m) 

80 100 

Figure 3. Green Intensity Distribution for the City larget (Macro-pixel 3,3). 

We used a standard image processing algorithm to compute the 2-dimensional spatial gradient for each 

of the 1,600 macro-pixels. The first term in Equation 2 was approximated by its average value over the 

image. 
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The total change of entropy for the dynamic targets was calculated in much the same way. The video 

segment was digitized at one frame per second. The spatial term of Equation 2 was computed exactly as 

it was for the static frames. The second term, however, was computed from differences between adja

cent, I-second frames for each macro-pixel. Or, 

as,} _ -dSI)(t) = ISiJ(t + -dt) - Sij(t)1 
at -dt -dt' 

(3) 

where -dt is one over the digitizing frame rate. We can see immediately that the dynamic targets will 

have a larger -dS than do the static ones because Equation 3 is identically zero for all static targets. 

In Lantz, Luke, and May's 1992 experiment, the static targets were digitized from scanned 

photographs. This difference and its consequence will be discussed below. 

AC-Data AnalysiS 

Rank-order analysis in Lantz, Luke, and May's (1994) experiment demonstrated significant evidence 

for AC; however, this procedure does not usually indicate the absolute quality of theAC. For example, a 

response that is a near-perfect description of the target receives a rank of one. But a response which is 

barely matchable to the target may also receive a rank of one. Thble 1 shows the rating scale that we used 

to assess the quality of the A C responses, regardless of their rank. 

1b apply this subjective scale to anAC trial, an analyst begins with a score of seven and determines if the 

description for that score is correct. If not, then the analyst tries a score of six and so on. In this way the 

scale is traversed from seven to zero until the score-description seems reasonable for the trial. 

Table 1. 

0-7 Point Assessment Scale 

Score Description 

7 Excellent correspondence, including good analytical detail, with essentially no 
incorrect information 

6 Good correspondence with good analytical information and relatively little 
incorrect information. 

S Good correspondence with unambiguous unique matchable elements, but 
some incorrect information. 

4 Good correspondence with several matchable elements intermixed with 
incorrect information. 

3 Mixture of correct and incorrect elements, but enough of the former to indicate 
receiver has made contact with the site. 

2 
Some correct elements, but not sufficient to suggest results beyond chance 
expectation. 

1 Little correspondence. 

0 No correspondence. 
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Anomalous Cognition Experiment - 1992 
In Lantz, Luke and May's 1992 experiment there were no significant interactions between target condi

tion (i.e., static vs dynamic) and sender condition (i.e., sender vs no sender); therefore, they combined 

the data for static targets regardless of the sender condition (i.e., 100 trials). The sum-of-ranks was 26S 

(i.e., exact sum-of-rank probability of p < 0.007, effect size = 0.248). The total sum-of-ranks for the 

dynamic targets was 300 (i.e., p < 0.50, effect size = 0.000). 

Entropy Analysis 

1b examine the relationship of entropy to AC, two analysts independently rated all 100 trials (i.e., 20 

each from fIVe receivers) from the static-target sessions using the post hoc rating scale shown in Thble 1. 

All differences of assignments were verbally resolved, thus the resulting scores represented a reason

able estimate of the visual quality of theAC for each trial. 

We had specified, in advance, for the correlation with the change of target entropy, we would only use 

the section of the post hoc rating scale that represented definitive, albeit subjective,AC contact with the 

target (i.e •• scores four through seven): Figure 4 shows a scatter diagram for the post hoc rating and the 

associated ~S for the 28 trials with static targets that met this requirement. Shown also is a linear least

squares fit to the data and a Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient ({] = 0.452, df = 26, t =258, 

p < 7.0 X 10-3). 

This strong correlation suggests that ~S is an intrinsic property of a static target and that the quality of 

anAC response will be enhanced for targets with large AS. It is possible, however, that this correlation 

might be a result of ~S and the post hoc rating independently correlating with the targets' visual com

plexity. For example, aJ.1 analyst is able to find more matching elements (i.e., a higher post hoc rating) in 

a visually complex target than in a visually simple one. Similarly, AS may be larger for more complex 

targets. If these hypotheses were true, the correlation shown in Figure 4 would not support the hypoth

esis that AS is an important intrinsic target property for successfulAC. 

1b check the validity of the correlation, we used a definition of visual complexity, which was derived 

from a fuzzy set representation of the target pool. We had previously coded by consensus, 131 different 

potential target elements for their visual impact on each of the targets in the pool. We assumed that the 

sigma-count (i.e., the sum of the membership values over all 131 visual elements) for each target is pro

portional to its visual complexity. A description of the fuzzy set technique and a list of the target ele

ments may be found in May, Uus, Humphrey, Luke, Frivold, and Trask (1990). 

The Spearman rank correlation between target complexity and post hoc rating was small (e = 0.041, 

df = 98, t =0.407, p < 0.342). On closer inspection this small correlation was not surprising. While it is 

true that an analyst will find more matchable elements in a complex target, so also are there many ele

ments that do not match. Since the rating scale (i.e., Thble 1) is sensitive to correct and incorrect ele

ments, the analyst is not biased by visual complexity. 
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Figure 4. Correlation of Post Hoc Score with Static Thrget ~S. 

Since the change of Shannon entropy is derived from the intensities of the three primary colors (i.e., 

Equation 1 on page 5) and is unrelated to meaning, which is inherent in the definition of visual com

plexity, we would not expect a correlation between ~S and visual complexity. We confirmed this ex

pectation when we found a small correlation (e = -0.028, df = 98, t =-0.277, p < 0.609). 

Visual complexity, therefore, cannot account for the correlation shown in Figure 4; thus, we are able to 

suggest that the quality of anAC response depends upon the spatial information (i.e., change of Shan

non entropy) in a static target. 

A single analyst scored the 100 responses from the dynamic targets using the post hoc scale in Table 1. 

Figure 5 shows the scatter diagram for the post hoc scores and the associated ~S for the 24 trials with a 

score greater than three for the dynamic targets. We found a Spearman correlation of e = 0.055, df = 22 

(t =0.258, i < 0.399). 

This small correlation is not consistent with the result derived from the static targets; therefore, we ex

amined this case carefully. The total sum of ranks for the dynamic-target case was exactly mean chance 

expectation, which indicates that no AC was observed (Lantz, Luke, and May, 1994). May, Spotti

swoode, and James (1994) propose that the lack ofAC might be because an imbalance of, what they call, 

the target pool bandwidth. That is, the number of different cognitive elements in the dynamic pool far 

exceeded that in the static pool. This imbalance was corrected in the 1993 study and is analyzed below. 

Regardless, we would not expect to see a correlation if there is no evidence ofAC. 
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Figure 5. Correlation of Post Hoc Score with Dynamic Target ~S. 

Anomalous Cognition Experiment - 1993 
The details of the 1993 study may also be found in Lantz, Luke, and May (1994). In that study, they 

included a static vs dynamic target condition, and all trials were conducted without a sender. They 

changed the target pools so that their bandwidths were similar. They also included a variety of other 

methodological improvements, which are not apropos to this discussion. 

Lantz, Luke, and May selected a single frame from each dynamic target video clip, which was character

istic of the entire clip, to act as its static equivalent. The static and dynamic targets, therefore, were 

digitized with the same resolution and could be combined for the correlations. 

For each response, a single analyst conducted a blind ranking of five targets-the intended one and four 

decoys-in the usual way. Lantz, Luke, and May computed effect sizes in the same way as in the 1992 

study. 

Three receivers individually participated in 10 trials for each target type and a fourth participated in 15 

trials per target type. Lantz, Luke, and May reported a total average rank for the static targets of 2.22 

for 90 trials for an effect size of 0.566 (p < 7.5 x 10 -5); the exact same effect size was reported for the 

dynamic targets. 

Entropy Analysis 

Differing from the 1992 experiment, an analyst, who was blind to the correct target choice used the 

scale, which is shoWn in Thble I, to assess each response to the same target pack that was used in the 

rank-order analysis. The average total change of Shannon's entropy (i.e., Equation 2) was calculated 

for each target as described above. Figure 6 shows the correlation of the blind rating score with this 

gradient. The squares and diamonds indicate the data for static and dynamic targets, respectively. 
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Figure 6. Correlations for Significant Receivers 

The key indicates the Speannan correlation for the static and dynamic targets combined. In addition, 

since the hypothesis was that anomalous cognition would correlate with the total change of the Shannon 

entropy, Figure 6 only shows the scores in the upper half of the scale in Table 1 for the 70 trials of the 

three independently significant receivers. The static target correlation was negative «(! = -0.284, df = 

13, t =-1.07, p < 0.847) and the correlation from the dynamic targets was positive «(! = 0.320, 

df = 16, 1 =1.35, p < 0.098). The strong correlation for the combined data arises primarily from the 

entropic difference between the static and dynamic targets. 

General Conclusions 
To understand the differences between the results in the two experiments, we re-digitized the static set 

of targets from the 1992 experiment with the same hardware and software that was used in the 1993 

study. With this new entropy data, the correlation dropped from a significant 0.452 to 0.298 which is not 

significant (I = 1.58, df = 26, P < 0.063). Combining this data with the static results from the 1993 

experiment (i.e., significant receivers) the static correlati0!l was(! = 0.161, df = 41 (I = 1.04, P < 0.152). 

The correlation for the static targets from the 1992 experiment combined with the significant static and 

dynamic data from the 1993 experiment was significant «(! = 0.320, df = 59, 1 = 2.60, P < 0.(06). These 

post hoc results are shown in Figure 7. The combined data from the two experiments, including all re

ceivers and all scores greater than four, give a significant correlation «(! = 0.258, df = 64, 1 = 213, 

P <0.018). 
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Figure 7. Correlations for Combined Experiments 

We conclude that the quality of AC appears to correlate linearly with the average total change of the 

Shannon entropy, which is an intrinsic target property. 

These two experiments may raise more questions than they answer. If our conservative approach, 

which assumes thatAC functions similarly to the other sensorial systems, is correct, we would predict 

that theAC correlation with the frame entropy should be smaller than that for the average total change 

of the entropy. We computed the total frame entropy from the Pi all of the 640 X 480 pixels. The result

ing correlation for the significant receivers in the 1993 experiment was e = 0.234, df = 31 (t = 1.34, 

P < 0.095). This correlation is considerably smaller than that from the gradient approach, however, not 

significantly so. We computed the average of the Sij for the 1,600 macro-pixels as a second way of mea

suring the spatial entropic variations. We found a significant Spearman's correlation of e = 0.423, df = 
31 (t = 260, p < 0.007) for the significant receivers in the 1993 experiment The difference between the 

correlation of the quality of theAC with the frame entropy and with either measure of the spatial gradi

ent is not significant; however, these large differences are suggestive of the behavior of other sensorial 

systems (i.e., an increased sensitivity with change of the input). 

We have quoted a number of different correlations under varying circumstances and have labeled these 

as post hoc. For example, hardware limitations in 1992 prevented us from combining those data with the 

data from 1993. Thus, we recalculated the entropies with the upgraded hardware in 1993 and recom

puted the correlations. Our primary conclusions, however, are drawn only from the static results from 

the 1992 experiment and the confirmation from the combined static and dynamic 1993 results. 

It is clear from our analysis that we may have identified an intrinsic target property that correlates with 

the quality of anomalous cognition. Our results suggest a host of new experiments and analyses before 

we can come to this conclusion with certainty. For example, suppose we construct a new target pool that 

is maximized for the gradient of Shannon's entropy yet meets reasonable criteria for the target pool 

bandwidth. If the Shannon information is important, than we should see exceptionally strongAC. We 

also must improve the absolute measure of AC. While dividing our zero-to-seven rating scale in two 

makes qualitative sense, it was an arbitrary decision. Rank order statistics are not as sensitive to cor-
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relations as are absolute measures (Lantz, Luke, and May, 1994); but, perhaps, if theAC effect size is 

significantly increased with a proper target pool, the rank-order correlations wi]) be strong enough. It 

may be time consuming; however, it is also important to understand the dependency of the correlation 

on the digitizing resolution. In the first experiment, we digitized the hard copy photographs using a 

flatbed scanner with an internal resolution of 100 dots/inch and used 640 X 480 pixels for the static and 

dynamic targets in the second experiment. Why did the correlation drop for the static targets by nearly 

35 percent when the digitizing resolution decreased by 20 percent? 

We noticed, post hoc, that the cOrrelations exhibit large oscillations around zero below the cutoff score 

of four. Ifwe assume there is a linear relationship betweenAC scores and the total change of Shannon 

entropy, we would expect unpredictable behavior for the correlation at low scores because they imply 

chance matches with the target and do not correlate with the entropy. 

Since we are suggesting a reductionist perspective, we speculate that the linear correlation suggests be

havioral, albeit circumstantial, evidence for receptor-like functioning for the detection ofAe. To deter

mine if this is true, we must identify threshold and saturation limits. 

It is absolutely critical to confirm our overall results and to provide answers to some of the enigmas from 

our experiment. If we have identified an intrinsic target property, then all of our research can precede 

more efficiently. Consider the possibilities if we were able to construct a target pool and eliminate a 

known source of variance. Psychological and physiological factors would be much easier to detect. Giv

en the availability of inexpensive video digitizing boards for personal computers, replication attempts 

are easny within the grasp of research groups with modest operating budgets. 
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Abstnlcl 

The past success: rate DC the automated ganzfelC1 system has brought Wlth it 
both pruise and criti(."isms from experimenters and critics alike. A new, improved 
appwaclllu secutiLy WI2SWC) withiu tlu~ gam:re1l1. seLting is lI.~s(:rihr.(L, along with thr. 
implications thaL the need tor such precauuons entails. The spe¢ilic example of the 
Current automaLcd ~anzfeld system and its security precauUon5 in usc at the Koestler 
C.hair nf ?arapsyc.:holn,ey;n P.cHnbnrgh Unlversiry Is covered in SLIme detail, with 
recommendations for future improvements. 

IIITh~ KUI!,liUer C.hair of PIlNlp~ychology would like [0 gratefully acknowledge 
the American Society for Psychical Research, the Parapsychology Foundation, o.nd 
the Society for PsychicAl R~arch for fmancial suppon of persoulIel amI C4uiplLttml 
germane TO [hi~ pmjt".Cf. 
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lntrodu.ction 

As parapsycholo~ical testing P!~L1urcs prUlluc~ sUCCe.I;~flll m~JJlr~. rhey Immel 
incrf!ftStngly sophisticarc.d levels or criticism, inclUding criticism of the security 
aspects of the system. Snfcgunrds ngnins~ fraud or deviation from protocol are often 
challenged.. with legaultu r,,~chers a~ ~1111~ IUlrtl('.ipanrs. 

For parttapants. thiS is esp~ially true for prol.O(..-ols that involve verY few 
individullls, already regarded is talented. includWg spcc.;iBJ. :K:n~r-rect!iver pain;, nr 
those TtUl[ focns on dramatic effects, such as mat.'TOwPK.. Many parapsycholo£ists 
deliberately chose to avoid gifted individuals and I.clcpathy procedu1'Cs, because they 
wished to csc¥e the inevitAlblc ~e-"tiuns of fnmd thal WOllld H\"ely follow positive 
re.!iults. A.~ Morris (1518'1), has argued. protocols that emphasize few participants and 
drrunlltic effects nrc tcAardcd IS! ideal by those who wish to Avoid the ulJi:,e id..llll 
ullcerLainly prmluced hy wr.alc re~nlts lind Tbe ne.eCl for &llltisticsl inference. 
Researchers wbo rely on such protocols ore more likely to dmw strong inferences 
from th~m. and ma.y fmd that their results ate al.lJ.acliv~ lu the lll~t1ii:L JL is 
nnffimanAtp., Th('.rerore, lhat su~h dramatic effects are also regarded as ideal t'OT the 
psnedopsychic, the participmlt intending to cheat if ~vcn the opportunity. Most 
effect~ developed o~el Llre yc:ars wiLhin the magic cnmmnniTy TP.1Id TO be dramalit~, 
because they are easily nouced and are therefore morc impressive, as well as 
cntcrtainin~. 

In B~n~TA1. rh('. more pmticipants involved il1. a stUdy the Jess llkCly dcceptlon 
is, as one would need to posit increasingly complex collusion among different 
individuals. Process-oriented research also luiLi1!l:I.wS aglli.nslll~ceptinn, 1.1\ ttl{~ in~mal 
pmrems of results would need to be prQa.ucea frauduLently as well. This is true 
especially for individual differences c/l'ccts, where those with ~ome trailS do better 
than others despite c.;omliliun.'i ~ing equal (l~.f. Palmr.r, 1977). F.ven here it could be 
argued thal if some partlclpants prod.uce rake results and others don't, thnn any 
characlCris~ics held in common by the fakes will be found to be correlated with psi 
~UCL:t!~I;. And i r many ('lInir.ipAnrs are. inlending lO produce frauclulenL re,ul1.S but 
dit'fer in personal characteristics, it could be orgucd tlult certain charact.cristics might 
still emerge as cOIIcla.tcd with succe~ ~ause lllU.se whu PU.'ise ... s I.ht'!m (!alCh II" 
extroversion), will be better able to negotiate weakened procedures. Once a.sain. with 
larger population samples, such possibilities become increasingly unlikely unless the 
participants ate all. wawn [nun lh~ same d~ht1y knll em11p. ThiS poses a problem, 
becaUSe many invesbgators may Dot have the occessary resources to conductlatrger 
studies and/or may not be Ilblc to lOCAte enough participants capable of 1.be lcvt:l of 
~r[urmance lhat wnlllct lw. dr .. ~ret1 for eCfective process-oriented. research. Thus, it is 
tmponant to employ procedures designed lO minimize the likelihood of participant 
fraud. 

A second area of security concerns precautions against experimenter fraud or 
deviation from intended procedut'C. Thi:; i5 a serious considern1ion primarily for 
protocob tbaI. empluy iL :sillgl!; ~xPL"Iimenl.er and where fraud wnn1" Uke.ly ru pass 
unnoliced by others connected with the study. both colleagues and participants.. 
Experimenter fIUUd is of less COIlCl.-'"l'l1 with co-experimenter procedures. where 
different sessions rue cUllllm:~d by dirCerenr e'Xpr.rlmr.nTm. and where independent 
replications exist When cODSldcrulg experimenter fraud it should be noted that: 
motiva.tion can go in both directions. One may wish to get good results or k.eep a 
pro~1"am a1iv~. ulJUIin lOure Cl1nding amt Jlr~~Tige. etc., especially if one is persuaded 
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that the etlect is really there, although it is 'shy und CUtrently eluding detection. 
People who believe no one else will oblain ~ SAlll~ lcsults pr~"umahly are 1('~,,'i Ulmly 
rn fll1c'e olltc.omes slnt~e tbcu own resu!u will be ca.ll.cd mto question by the failure of 
others. On the olher band, it could be argued that some researchers may be motivated 
to produce chance ICSUllS siu\,;~ Ih~y wuuld Llu!n be regardert hy mRny ::IS e'Xcellenl 
scicntisu, who are doing a fair eva1uat1o~ ot tl'l.e phenomena. but ~c;inS 
methodologically superior 'Procedures. providing an importmt public $el"vice in a 
LlllficulL area. This might lK~ mm a~ WAn for researchers who do not expect to get 
good resolts but sud.clenly Lind the results starting to be positive, nnd who Il1'C thus 
threAtened with the likelihood that thclr rigorous coll~ut:s will rea:anllbem a.~ 
fmnrtulenr or·alleast incompetent. and will regard them as haV1Dg been closet "true 
believers" all along. Thus, individual tcscarcih.."'I's IIUl.y their motives questioned and 
be Wide1 suspiciull uf fnwd r~ganlless of their m~lIlt."- Thi.~ Is more likely al earlier 
stages or research wben consistent patterns of fmdinss amons researchers lw.ve not 
yet cmcrj!;cd. Such accusations. oven when indirect and merely implied. may SCi ve Lu 
damage 3 line nf re~arch. hy casting unwarrdD.ted aspersions upon a researcher. This 
may thus change the social dynamics of future research attempts in ways that mighL 
reduce the likelihood of rcplic;ation and extension of fwdil1gs. 

Given the. possihility of attribution of fraud or procedural deviation, ideally one 
would wish to employ procedures that eliminate thcac, without hopelessly 
cOllsLLilluiug lIm pruceuures Ullhu~ thal have nn mal r.cnlogir.lIl valh1tty and Cor 
which one would. have litUe reason to expect succe..-;''i,. If the procedure's virtues could 
cully be made obvious to all potential critics. all involved may be mOte able to lew.. 
r.njny thP.lr pslrrictpatton in the study, and fecI conficJent that whatever results emerged 
would Dot lead to unfounded ~tions. In practice such pcrfccLion is undoubtedly 
impoMible and call onb be aWLOxi.uu1l~d. -nu, must. ef[~l:tive snlulinn. tn 
parapsychology as well as other researCh, 1$ natw'al replication and extension, wilh 
mnny pnrticipnnt9 and researchers involved. Dut it is also important and useful to 
have 111UIXLiurcs WI w~ll saftlguanled a,t.; pns.c:ihlc tvron at early ~rllgt'.$. fot' several 
reasons: 1) as a £18n ot general competence; 2) to minimizo unfair rlCeusations: 3) to 
hcip all conccmcd feel comfortable wilh lhc way tho results are goin& at vadous 
,,~ of tht. ,Qmrty: 4) (0 prOvide conditions thaI will not need to be altered 
subsLantially in later stages. following retlSono.blc criticism of earlier studies; 5) to 
discourage frauduIent individuals fLOW LJarLidpllt.iu~ anu wasting re~archers valuahle 
lime; 6) to encourage otber$LO teel confident m repl1catlon attempts; and 7) to 
encoumgc potential sources of fundin~ LO fecI conf'utent that their funds will be 
il1l.t:1lig~nll)' SptlIll. 

1n the remainder ot" the paper we will consider the a.utoganzfeld proccd1Jre 
cUJIcntly in usc Ilt Edinburgh University as 4Il example of attempts tu COU!LUllllh~ 
ts.t.;~s n.dnf II prnrertnre That has received con.c:iderable praise and criticISm in the 
course of its development. 

Development 

The automated gnnzreld system of the Koestler Chair of Parapsychology at 
Edinburgh University is a cOlUpuLcr bBS~d system that provtru~!ii ;mrom::lttc data 
recording, highly effective shielding agamst sensory cues, and resistance to bt.)th 
subjeclnnd experimenter fraud. The pIo~ram is run on a 3jMHz 8038GDX 
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computer, equipped with a :no MB lixed disk, ~ MB DRAM, four RS 232 serial 
ports. an 80387 numeric coprocessor. and a. super VGA monitof. TIle tal".ae~ 
preseo.nutlion sy~em is an NEe PClVeR, a frame~accurate NTSC videocasseue 
recorder equipped with an RS 232 serio! interface. All VCR funcLiorul arc controlled 
by computet SOILwalC. a.tn1 viL.l~l}. auwtl aJul cumputeT gnlphit:s are mU1e1l T.Cl the 
appropriate rooms (sender, recclver, or e."'tperimet1ter). through computer control. 

The syatcm at Edinburgb wa..~ originally conceived by Chudc Honorton. l~· 
de.\igned hy Dean Radin ~nct Rnhtn TAylor 10 Improve security features and sensory 
Shielding, and. ini"ially proGrammed and documented by Dean RtWin. For a 
de3(:ription of the firsL o[)Criluona15ystcm at Edinbucih. see MQJlis. eL ill. 1993. 
AdcUTionl\l ~r.l1rtty fealures and senwry welding have been implemented by Kathy 
Dalton, who Also perfonned the ncccssnry up-grodin, of programming; and 
dOCUlUeJllaUOU. Cuu~ulLaliu[ls frum Richard Wiseman were nf ernRt. hp.lJ1 in 
improving iieCUIity measurcs, and Deborah. Delanoy provided helpful insights in the 
ca.rly conception of the automated gaJ\1.feld security. Bob Morris wa..~ involved in all 
sLagt!s nf devr.lopmr.nr. 

LAIIORATORY LA your 

TIle Video Ganzteld laboratory consists ot tour rooms. shown in Figure 1. and 
1nbeUed as RECEIVER (R), EXfIT (E), VIDEO (V), and SnND[!R (S). 

Receiver 
R's room is doub~ walled, double-doored, e!ectromagncncally and acoustically 

insuhl.ted. It ilt1enllntcs nirbomc sounds between R's Illld S' 8 rooms by a minimum of 
60 dB will 11 wl1Aiwuw uf 100 uB UVt!T thr. anillc) spr.crntm (50 'Hz to aooo Hz, 
MacKenzie,1992). Some very low frequen(..1' vibrations can be fell inside R's room 
if people in the Experimenters room jump up and down. and faint Iloi~ cau lrew.d. 
When R I" wrJlrine Thp. hE'.ac1phone-s, listening to white nOi5e, and sitLing in the 
reclining chair (i.e., in sanzfeld stimuinlion), R's nbility to hcllt any airborne sounds 
or vibrations originating in the ex,perl.mcJll.ai. suiLe is lIulJ~t.w.llililly reuuct!u. Tn an)' 
event no sound or vibration can be heard or felt in R's room that originated trom S's 
room. 

Experimenter 
E's room is adja.cent to R's. It contains the compoter thai: controls the 

audio/video tarr,el pr~JI~Liull. H.W1iu miJ.ing t!quipmem, and orhp.r As.~orrecl 
audio/video hardW'olle (shown m detail in Figure 2). 

Video Room 
The viden room 1S C1ol1ble. walled, clcctromagneticaJ.ly and acoustically 

insulated, and contains the target presentntion system. This con:ri:sts of two NEe PC
VCRs, which are com,pur.er-conU'olled NrSC-fUUl.1I1L VllreU /.ape recor~rlplHyp.~. 
(')np. pc. VCR Is used only to send the target clip to S: the other is used to play the 
four judsin.s clips to R. No sound from the VCR's C4Il be detected ouuido the room 
when the doors are clo~. 
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Sender 

S is placed in Ii room lOCAted about 25 meters. altd tJlluu~h [uur d(KIDi, fmm R. 
S's nX1m is nnt acnnstirJ\lly 0'" electtomagneticaJly shieJded. The TV monitor which 
conveys the target material in S's room is positioned in the far comer away from ihe 
door, wjth a five foot pMtitiOIl belwceu it amI Lh~ dnm, ~frr.ctivnly shfe.lding against 
any extnlneous light or color from the monito.,. being viewed through any crocks 
nround or under the door. The sound amplifier is similarly positioned. and all SUUUUli 

to lhc loum are cunveyed Ihmnel1 The headphones. This cn.~s that no airborne 
sounds or Vlbratlons can be heard outside of the senders room wough the area. a.round 
the door. Thu." anyone SLanding or Iyinr. outside the ~Ut:rli room dOOT cannnt ~..e or 
hear Lh~ rlt.!\pli1y Tn rM sender. The stylight pictured. in S's room iii completely 
covered by an opaque dark green window shade. Additionally. new locks have been 
installed on S's door. with uuly ICWUl'ch perslmnel actively invnlvf1c1 in the ongoing 
studies having access to the keys. 

nnrsitte wtlIl1 

lounge 

mrs 

,', ... window 
(r..._._ 
~ f 

! 
! 

........ --.-,;..-, experimental suite 

restroom 
2.5 meT.er~ 

office 

office 

ufficl:: 

Fi~ure 1. Laboratory layout. 
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! 
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Figure 2. Audio. vfclr.n, linn digiTAl communications layout. This deSign Isolates the 
aud10 and video (aIv) paths for Sand R/E.lo ilvoid introducing sensory cuell. The 
only direct connection bern-cen S'/i and R's a/v bysLc:lUS ;.., lll~ UULPUL (If lhr. allClin 

mixr.r inTO Tht' inpu( of the S audio mixer. 

HARDWARE 

The automated gan"JeJc1 e;yslem at the Koestler Chair uses the following system 
hnrdw&IIC~ 

• 2 NP.c. PC-VCRs (NTSC video format) 
• 3 NTSC video monitors CRt S, E) 
• 1 Technics stereo casstLW LI1[1~ recunl~r (fm the mp.nTllfion & jUdging) 
• 1 R.callctti~ stereo cassette tape recorder (for playing relaxation instruction . .'; 

md white noise) 
• 2 JUicLOpl1une."i (c1ip-cm fnr R. hllnl1Mld for E) 
• 2 R.eal;stic four.channel stereo mix~:; 
.. 2 ROtLlis~io !ltcruo audio amplifiers 
• 3 headphum:s 
• 1 MIN brond 33.MHz ~03~6DX computer equipped with a 21 0 1-m ftxed disk, 

8 MB DRAM, four RS 232 serial ports. 80387 1lW11~1: I:upmcessnr, snper 
VGA IDlmiLnr. and prtnrer 

• 1 red incandescenL bulb and flexipose lump 
• audio ca.\.~ette tape with relaxation ~t.rul;lilln ... & whire nn;~. 
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SOl'TWARE 

The program runs under n combin~ti.on of Microsoft VisWll BMic 1.0 and 
Windows 3. lIDOS 5. and is passwonled. Th~ prugram produce." a ctamf11~ c1uring 
PJlc:h ses.~ion which is &.1orecl to both tbe hard dnve anel a floppy disk, and is sent for 
immediate printout to the printer til. session conclusion. All target presentations. VCR 
video and audl(1 &flJlfl.s. a..'i WBll a..~ cnmpu~r erllpnir:s. lire computer-controUed. The 
targe.t pte~t'l.ta1ion system 1llvolves two separate NEC PCNCR's, which are frome 
accurate NfSC vidcocwcttc recorders equipped with RS 232 serial iulCli'ar.;cs. 

SECURITY MEhSUIl£S 

The automated gan:.~ield VLOlXtlure tl~v~It)~t! at PRl. hy Honorton and 
colleagues is widely recognized as one ot the soundest methodologies in 
parapsychology, However, it ha3 not been without its critiCimlS. Naturally, "uy 
lcplicatiun HUl!lIlpL uf complex ~mdies. sl1ch as those carried out at the PkL 
laboratOries, must take inLO account the advantnges and dis!ldvll!ltngcs encountered in 
those studies, t1lld while capiLalizin: on the fonnel, m~L iI.UelllplLU climiruue or 
minimiZt: the tal1r.r. WP. h/lvt. auempted to evaluate these crili(.'isms m our own work 
a.t the KoesUer Chair. and will ;Wdress those issues here. The main criticisms of the 
earlier automAted :anzf~ld wor)." (e.i .• Murrill. ~L ai, 199~) havt! hr.r.n: 

(a) }lossiblc subliminal sound leakage to the receiver, 
(b) Repeated pillyin, of Lbc lAr~ct tape during sending might altec it physically 

such iSS Lu Ilwviul! a suhllr. cnr., 
~c) Sounds from the VCR mi.sht provide cues LO the experimenter about which 

clip was being played as target. 
(ct) Sonnc11p.atage from the w-gct room to e,;,perimt:ntcr might provic1e ( ... ues, if 

senders are nOlSy, 
(e) There could be a complcJ\. clet;trunic signalling "y~m herwet'.n .!if'n<Jer and 

rec.l~ver. and. 
(f) Delibcrotc experimenter fraud. 

In the case of cntlci&rn (a), pOt>biblc subliminal sound lellkngo to the receiver, 
the audio sysLCm8, lL'S well as the video systems. are elecuoni~)' i."oli1~tl fmm r.ach 
utht:r. The only direCT conne.clion between S's and R's audio or video systems is the 
output ot· the audio mixer into ilia output of the S audio mixer. See figure 2. The 
technicians from the Elecu·\JIlics! Auiliu-VilOual depamnr.m SIT Tinlve.rsity of Edinburgh 
have electronically checked all sucJ1 connections. following recommended procedures 
(all sound levels at upper limit), /lDd have verifted that no such leaAagt: wLisLs in uur 
facility. ~ dlt!l:k..Ii were cnnrtncrecl prior to the beginning of Lhe present ganzteld 
study underway, and again at approximately the midway point. 

In response to (b). thai. repeated play in, fJf the lar~t;L Illpt~ uuring sr.ndine mie;hT 
idlel iL plty~ically such as [CI pmvtclp. a sutllle cue, our system utilizes two Reparate 
tapes for senc1ing and judging, which arc housed in two scpnrotc NEe PC/VCR's, and 
totally under computcr-controL Two SCpllfAte VCR's an: WiCd, and .liemmrially 
LsuIat.cU in a sepaf'cl1e rmm aWAY from E. in response to ~ theoretical sensory coo (c), 
that sounds i'rom the VCR misht provide CUC.1 to thc c'tpcrimcnter about whicb clip 
was bcin~ played as target. allowini E w guess S':; wrgeL clip. TbP. Theore.l.iC'.aJ. cue 
may work a!\ follows: it is pos!libLe, althOugh un.Wcely. that by E hearing S's VCR 
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r~wintling or Ca.lil-fnrwiITCUn£ The video tape before it begins to play, that h can get a 
hlnt about which target pool. Wld possibly which specific tatgCL clip, thc VCR is 
playing. Such a cue would obviously bilU E Luwallls ccrUrln U:lIgellii or a rll"ir.lll~r 
r;!r.e'~t. F. mighT then inaovcncntly transrer Ulis bias to R during the judgiD;; process. 
and this is clearly unneceptD.t>lc. 

Note Lhis scwiury cue Is nnly po"'~lbl~ if ~ 

• 
• 
• 

• 

h is familiar with the locations of the tnrgct pools on the video tapc, 

13 knows the order of the clips wiLldu cactl puul. 

F. pays attention to hOW long lbe VCR rewmds or fast-forwards, or 
'. perhaps notices the video tape counter, and, 

Ule viili:u t.ape alW3.Yl" hegin~ from thp. !;::Imp. lor-arion (e.g., it always 
rewind .. to the beginntng of the tape at thD beping of each session). 

To eliminate these potential cues in our fru::ility. we have taken Llle folluwiul: 
N~pS in ollr pmcr.rture. Tbe. VCR's have been placed in a separaLe non-adjolIWlg. 
sound a.ttenuated room in the experimental suite., behind two doors. It tw been 
verified by research personnel tbaL au}, vilh:u Ulpc 111l)v~m~nL .~nund.Ii cannnt hr. hr.ari1 
in the expertmcmal mite or in E I S room. The digital tape counters have been 
completely blocked from view from inside the hou~g of the VCR. which also 
effectively l~U'VCS any pns."ihiliLy nf IIccI"A~"ine control of the VCR through the 
remote control. The tront conb'ol panels are iDaeccssiblc, being enclosed by the rnetll 
housing uniL for the VCR'~ The video clips LhcJIl.5Clvc~ arc all exactly olle ruiuute 
lung. eliminating any c:nr.ine from rhe. Jenglh of time the cllp is played. even if they 
could be heard. The order of the clips within each tm'gct pool is faxed by the recorded 
order on the video tape, but the order in whkh Lhey i1I~ pll1ycu uurlng Lh~ judging 
prncets is always freshly randomized for each ~&10n. TbuII, Jj' £ that are not familiar 
with the order on the yidco tnpc will never know the 4CtUal tar~t sequence within 
each pool. The &e.UU~· villcu UqJe is never rewollmt Tn rhr. heginning or the lape, but 
starts up where the tape stopped at the end of the last S0s.ction. It htlS been verified by 
research personnel thAt no .wund can be heard from the video room. aud tht:: COIUIJUi.t::l 
pmt,.rram is wriLltm 1.0 emmm T11::1T no liming C'lJCS (e.g. tape. rewind times. etc.) are 
Iv81lable to the e~perimentcr, thus. E CannOL receive any information TCgnrdi~ tape 
muvement. The R and S video tapes are locked lnw Ule Lwu VCR's via the spedaUy 
dr.~;grtf'.d mr.ml honslng unit. with a brittle plastic security tab, ~lml1nating the 
possibility that E may surrepliLioU81y retrieye one or bolh of the tapes and view all of 
lite targets to learn theit vosiLiuJJ U11 !.he Ui~. Thl~ alsn (lrevr.nr.~ OTher forms or 
potential fraud. such as subWWting S's actual video with a spDcially prepared s1u.un 
tape with only one target t'CpcalCdiy recorded throughout the tape. By doh)~ this. E 
could produc.;c fnwdultmt hiLIi if (3) Rlmows how to read digital adclresses on the real 
S video tape, (b) has access to another PC-VCR to dub the digital addresses to the 
sham tapC and. (c) can retrieve the sham tape aud suUstiLulC the relil nne at Ihl~ r.nrl of 
~ach ses.lOion. 

Anotber concern we have attempted to recufy is thllt of (d). lhat llOUIld leaktll!'e 
from the W,Act room to experimenter might provide CUQi, it ~Jl(rers are n"i~-y. A..~ 
WItS m,~tl ahnve in th~ descripTion of botll the experimenter and send.er's room!;, thew 
rooms are separated by some di.o;tAnce (upproxlmntcly 2S meters), and a smallllighL 
of staini. In addition. we have had ow' facilities aculL"lically evaluaTed (sound 
auennannn herween S's room and. the foyer of the exFerimental suite was above SSdB 
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fnJID 12.'"1. un np, Hncl prt.sl1mnbly highor for the experimental room itsell), and 
ventied that even without headphones on, our experimenters could not hear shouts 
from the target room. In Dddltion. then:: b 1111 t!reclricaJ ~nxing sy~rr.m r.nnnecled 10 
t.he door of S's room I:ba.t was clesigned. LO detect the opening of the door by activa.ting 
a ilashinS red light in S's room. Consequently, if S left the room during. the 
experiment. E would illStaUUy be a1er~u. A. ... an addr.cl Pn".C'Jlllrlon, the door into the 
~.xpcrimenta1 foyer is kept loc.lccd during sessioru;. In the present study (''WTcotly 
underway only laboratory swf are used as senders. who all know 10 Ue quiet.. 

Tn lhe ca.~ nf (r.), ThaT rhere could be a complex electronic stgnalling; system 
between sender and recoiver, we consulted with severo! security rmns in our attempts 
to evaluate and addrc55 this. The~ cournlllt~U tl111t while we emil" concetvllb1y do a 
gre.at deal to prevent and detect known signaUmg sYSLems, given the present SUI.\.e or 
technology it would be extreIIlely expensive to :uard apinst all avaUabJe types of 
signall.il1g SysLClllS. Furthermore, Ihe rec:hnnloeY or such signalling sy~s is rapidly 
expanding and any detection sysl.ems would necessarily require continuos, and 
expensive, upgradin~. Using only laboratory staff as !CJlders is one way or 
j:llhlre~"ing Ibis. a'i is r.he r,lr.crr1C"Jll sensing system mentioned a.bove to detect any S 
leaving the sending room before the proper lime. There remoins the 'Possibility of ~ 
fixed monilorin: ~tcm in the 5endCr'b 100lU. ur IlIUIliu,ring ur we ~d~r's mom hy 
an aC('.('Impll.ee. outside of the room. Our pre~nt phYStcaJ circumSlances make this 
unlikely, as the room is periodicCllly inspected and we monitor the en\'ironmc:nt 
durin& &eSsious fur ~lrl1Ill.!~rs.Th~ layoot nf lhr. ~n~'l; room fs designecJ to prevent 
anyone standing or lytng outside or Ute door to receive any vistW or auditory 
information about the target clip. Additioruilly. such systems illvolve Lhc <.;u
nptmiLinn of tht~ rr.c:r.iVAr. We currently use e.ach receiver for only one SCSS10n, thus 
meaning that any deliberate fraud by receivers would involve scvcrnl people. 

The lasl critidsm to be addressed is lliaL uf ((). uclibt:rd.te experim~nler enmcl. 
WP. advocate the use of multiple experimenteIi in any automated ganl.feld 
experiments. We are currently using three main experimenters, plus four senders. 
All of the expcrjlllelltel~ l'a1"til..ipll~ 1:1.11 needed in the mlr. 11~ ~nd£l'.r, plus one other 
laboratory staf! member. Thus. each session will have two members of the 
cxpcrimentnl team involved. The autom.a.tcd ganzfcld pro~ram records ses;iOll u~w 
nul unly LU lhe harll drivr., hIlT Atso to noppy disk. 1hi~ floppy disk is stored in a 
secure location by one of the experimenters, md produced before each trW. 
Immediately after each sewon. a. .. soon as the l."(Jwl'uWr bas rOCUTtreU the st'ft,,,,ion a~ 
crnnplr.rr.d, mulTiple copies of the session daLafile are pnnted out. Each experimenrer 
receives one of these session records, and one is included in the session f.lle which • 
.dong wilh the audio tapcU subject memaLinn, ;,; plarp.(\ in The unit's Sel1lIity Cabinet. 
For more detail on the secunty precautions involved in accBssinJ: the Pi1r.&psycholog)' 
unit's Security Cabinet, please sec Delanoy. ct aI. (1993). The sessIon records 011 
computer dis ... iIlt I.:UlUpllI1i1ltl prinmnv; in thE'. expertmenters' pos.'\ession for 
discrepancies before any data are analyzed. A minimum of lWO experimenters arc 
required to si,gn off on the hand-wriUcn rcc;ord of the P-cUt.lI.;ipiW~ wgCL re!oipun~s. 
which i~ tbti!l int:luded in T.he !oll1hjP.CT rue wiLh the compmer prinl-Out. 

1n addition to the abuvc security rneillt1lfes, we ho.vc also conducted periodic 
mdomncss checks on the program. USU1& a chi SQUill\:: Lest fur numher.: sr.lr.c.Te<1 
unifunn Iy a.t ranc\om. The. interpretation of the RNO output by the prosram Wtl.!". 

checked by running:l series of mini·trials, u..qing Lhc pro~am to generate requests for 
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targets and conditions. and verifying these as above. These checked were carried out 
prior to Ute current study and at interval~ thronehnnt. Thp.~. were conducted not only 
by the eAlJerimt!Uwr~ ill th~ P'iU"d.psycho!oey unit. but also by spec!ali~ts in Artificial 
Tntelligence GIld Computer I!ngineering in the Psychology DepiUl.lLuml. RamlOIlmc:.ss 
checks and prosram interpretation were found to he within specified parameters. 

Example or Q Proccss-Odcnted Auqanzleld Study 

The sYSLeIIl (Jescribed above can Ca.~ly he tailored 10 1"rodncp. II VAriety or 
~erent experiweJJLal t.."UIUliLilms. t.o explore those thar work beSlin general. or best 
f'or specific p4l'ticipant populations. Jl can also vary conditions in ac;;l:oroance with 
~e design of proc:ess.oriented studies. Currently it L'l r3ing used in 4 atody to 
ovaluare Lhe mle of too .sender. Although previous autoganzfeld research has always 
~rnploy~d st:Dliers (Hononon. et aI. 1990). earlier 2anzteld SUldlcs have produced 
results both with and Witllou~ 8eUdelS (HuuurLUn, 198'). 

The presant study employs three conditions, each with 32 panicipant.s pre 
;elected to match the chara.cIerisLics of car11cr autogan:7Jeld ~IICa'~-;.qe~ AS bt.st we 
ould, e.g. aILisut; ur wU$ical UlJent, positive atIlrude roWan! Dsi. and so on. In two 
onditions, pmticip:mts nrc introduced to a.lah a.\.~ociate who is described as a bel pel 

who mayor may not be serving as a sender. The initial prepnmtion of the receivcr 
lrocceds a.~ u.~ua.L When thr. hp.lper arrive's at the target room, the computer system 
amlulJJly ~l~lS wh~Lher I.hc sender Stays to senC1 or is a.c;keC1 to leave. and cnsplays 
Ibis decision on the monitor screen. If ask.ed 10 lCl1v~. Ilu:. semler ~oes elsewhere in 
Ihc building. In this way receiver and experimenter remain blind liS to the sender's 
I1TC.c;r.nCp. until (he end of the session. In the third condition, there is always a .sender 
~d alillarties know this from the .c:tart. Tn th1S WRy we hope to asscs..c: the 
ontribution of lhe physil:w pr~nce uf Ute sender as well as the psycholo~cal effects 
fknowing there is Ii. sender. Only Jab personnel are used as seuu~roS. Th~ .study 
~hes in early June, and the basic results for each of the three conditions will be 
vailable tor presentalion at. thr. cnnvAntion. 

DiSCUiSion 

In our efforts to set up approprial.e auLuJrutlell gandeld procedures from which 
o 3.ttempt replication of Honorton's successful :scriclil of gantfcld triAls, we feel we 
>Jere moderately successful. In any study undertaken in the gnnzfcld the 
sychologtcal comfort and well being of th~ participanT must be taken into account. 
1 ~tudies whil;h du involve receivers brtn2in, to their own sender. tor eumple, t.hc~ 
emote location of the sender's room, whidls up a fligbL of sUlini und down a 

( onidor, may impart a &enoo of isolation to the sender, and a sense of being 'cut-off' 
'"om tha.t sender for thp. rec.eiver. We $E!e no solution to this while fltill maintaining 

I It: in~grity of lhe protOCol. In aC10ition. there is no direct. line-of~~1eht cnnnE:'.r.riol"l 
, riLh the sender's room (or the cxperimcmt:l'. making il difficult for the e"perimcnr.cr 
t i) be sure that the sender does not some how de-D.CtiVlltc the electronic signalling 
(CV1Ce on the dnor ancllp.ave. {he £ending room, poSsibly in some attempt to 
(PIWllWUcale wiLh the receIver. We have cho~n nnt t.o moniror the sender and 
T cciver rooms via camcra .. ~ as thj~ CWl give rmrLicipants the feeling that 'big broLher' 15 
t ~:atching' thorn, making them fccl uncomfort::a.b1e and self-conscious. HUllorLon 
t !Unsell' Cililtinnfl.d against the use of cameras inside the scnderlreceivcr rooms 
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(Hnnnrt.nn, '9Q2). AnilirionAl security measures are being developed which address 
l11e p~'Ychol021cal comfort of the involved partles while ensu~ that a high level of 
experimental protocol 1$ met. 

There are many factors. that come into play within a laboratory experimental 
situatlon that are never covered in the protocol dp.signed to tbat describe that 
1J1uce~Ult:. Fur ",xwnple, some participams may not complete all of their forms 
befoIc arrival for the session, and may thus be asked to complete Ul~1ll2Lt Illl:! 1l1b upon 
arrival, immediately priOt to- the ganzield scs.qion itself. Tf, in fact, a ~tudy produces 
signi t1cant re~111l~. anrl .-;nch participants are among those scoring a large proportion of 
hirs. does lhis.mean that it is beneficial LO have partletpantco fill out fonn~ in the 
laboratory because this in :some way Allow them 1.0 UeL:Ollre 'babiLuateu' LO lheir 
6Urrounding. and thus more comfottnblc with the experimental situation? Or Ui it 
more related to the personality type that puts orr completin, things, such as forms, 
unlll the last moment? If the reverse is we, and the~ l'ilnicll1~r pRtticipant5 score 
low~l' lImJl would normally be expected., was it because being asked to fill out Conus 
in tho laboratory siu.ing, possibility causing it. sensc of !making eVCIYoue ww.L Ull 

lhem', made them more self- conscious and thus less like to be open nnd reccptive? 
nr, a,eIt1n. would this more likely be related to a perwnality correlate, such as 
mentioned above? What arc the 'maile' experimenter/subject inLeractinns that ~m 
most likely to help bolla exLruverL"i and intruvens 10 feel more comfortable In the 
laboratory settinS? What types of 'magic' words could be incorporated int.o pre~ 
ses.~ion dlat that would facilitate the participants performance'} Are the slight 
variations in presentation of the ganztelc1 cx['f'lrience to receivers between 
expedmenLel~ tiJluugh Lu influence the panicJpantS reaction to that experience? Are 
there gender pairings within experimenter pairs that would prove wure t;unuucive 
than others? Are men more comfortable with male experimenters. and women more 
comt'ortahle with fem~lp. p.1Cperimenters? Or do both sexes Lind it caRier to !open up' 
LU an experimenter of the opt)oslle sex? 

It is our view that in the fncc of the vari~bilily of socW and psycholo.giclll 
fActors that these questions involve, the physical environment of the pQl1..icipant 
Should be held as COn.~tanl and ~Cllm as possible. to aid in our understanding of psi 
phenomena. We uu 2iclaluw1edge that there is no such wtng a.s a single absolutely 
fraud proof experiment and would nOl claim otherwise. Howevt:l'. iL is vital lha.t 
experimental protocol that provides a high measure of security be coupled with the 
type of warm. encouragine and fril'!ndly environment that psi seems to demand. Tn 
this way All Jn1.fli~li t."ncemed can proceed comfOrtably With the hIL,,;n~!t'i of clmne 
rc..'lCUCh and lCZll'ning from each session. 
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Project No. 9S • DAN 75 Ganzfeld Experiment 

Prepared by: 

Introduction 

Hobert L Morris 
Psyohology Department 
University of Edinburgb 

This project report describes the completion of Task 8, the conductance of an 
experimontal study compo.ring sender and non-sender conditions using an 
automated ganzfeld testing procedure. Dovelopment of an appropriate 
experimental protocol and the conductance of pilot studies has bean described in 
reports submitted earlier. Attached i; a $Ieparate document recently prepared 
by Kathy nRlt.on And myself describing in detail the steps taken to develop the 
system we used in this study. to answer the reasonable qlleAtinn R TA,; ~An hy 
critics about earlier automated ganzfeld procedures. 

1). The main oonditions and rationale. There are three conditions; 
sender absent, with receiver blind AS to scnder's presence or absence; eender 
present, with receivor blind as to sender's presonce or a.bscncc; and sender 
pl'p.~p.nt., with T~ee.iv~r and experimenter aware of sender's prasenCCl. The first 
two conditions are dARifrTlp.d t.o pTovi de a tidy comparison of pres;ence and 
absence of sender. Expectation iR thp. RAmp. for hoth conditions as no onQ i& 
aware of which condition will be used until the receiver preparation is 
cowpleu,t! wuI the session underway, At that time. the sender enters the target 
room and is informed by the computer wheLlltlr Lo l:Jt.ay and send or leave the 
target room. Experimenter and receiver do not learn wheLher ur nut the sender 
stayed and WIlS activc until the session is over and the blind is broken. The 
third condition is included to enable us to examine the role of expectation. end 
to prnvidp. a C'.nnrlition which more closely replicates the original autogRnzfeld 
procedures. Every th;m F\AF.U;;on is in Condition 3; the others Bra randomly 
assi2!led by the computer system RNG to Condition 1 nr~. 'PhF.! ~tudy reported 
here was terminated after 72 sessions, to enable the final repnrt to hI'! ~mbmitted 
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by the deadline. Furthel" sessions will be conducted, however, until a.t least 32 
have been conducted under each condition. 

2). Participant population Our participants have been recruited from 
the local artistic community, including musicians. visual artists. writers. actors 
and dancers, primarily the first two categories. Many were students from local 
art schools or the Reid School of Music, as well as other local individuals with 
creative akille who had contacted U!I through word of mouth, or having eeen a 
poster, or having taken evening COt11"88S with us. All were selected to have a 
positive attitude toward the topic and to have had a.t least one experience that 
they felt might have been psychic in nature. O£tbe 72 participants, 34 were 
males and 3~ were females. Ages ranged from 17 to 61. with most in their early 
and mid 20·s. Although the earlier eanzfeld participants were on average over 
ten years older. the highly successful Julliard series as well as the successful 
CllDnjngham pilot study completed in Edinburgh in winter of 1993 both drew 
trow c.reaU ve sLudellL pupulaLiuDH. 

8). Targets All ta.rgets were dra.wn from eighteen target pools of four 
targets each. All wore dynamic film clips lasting sixty seconds each, a blend of 
targott from the earlier pools used in the Honorlon a.utogonzfcld sorios, QS well 
as new material selected and edited by ourselves and described in an earlier 
1'epo-rt. 

4). Physical Environment. All sessions have been conducted in thp. 
suite of rooms plus target room that have been previously prepared and 
acoustically Lested, WI de~cribed in a previous report and in the accompanyini 
Dalton report. The target room is 2n meters from t.he receiver':; ruum and the 
receiver's room is acoWlticalIy shielded. 

5). Measures of individual differences. All potential participants 
filled out a 72-item PerQonal Information Form (PIF) modelled after the one 
used in Hnnnrl.on'R Psychophysical Research Laboratories. Those selected to. 
participate also completed the NF;O "'p.".onRHty Inventory. plus a m.it&m open. 
ended creativity questionnaire. The NEO has five f.lealAR: Neu1'otici&m, 
Ex.traverl)iun, Openness. Agreeableness and Conscientiousness. Each has six 
subscal.es. 

6). Procedure. The procedure i5 as described earlier. Padiclpa.r.lLs ar~ 
met by the member of stofF serving as experimenter (E) and taken to a greeting 
room within our suite of'room5J. Any quoctionnoires remaining to bo filled out 
and/or collected are taken C'Arp. nf Th~ member of staff sarvi.ng a,& gender (8) is 
introduced and participates in an informRl ehRt followed by explanation of the 
prut;~dure by E. S explains the targets and tar~et room. and takes a more 
active role ulld~r "he Honorton Replication Condition. notin~ that they will 
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definitely be sending. The participant (P) is then shown the Target Room and 
further explanation given by S. In the SenderlNo Sender condition, P is told 
thAt we expeet ~llccefU'~ either way. J:J it:! then Rhnwn E'SI rnnm and taken t.n thp. 
Ganzfeld room itself, where P settles in to a comfortable reclining chair. 
Further instructions are given by E, the microphone and headphones are 
attached (checked by P for comfort of sound level), and the eye shields are 
attached. E and S give final werde of encouragement to P, and then depart. 

S proceeds to the target room.. If in the SenderlN 0 Sender Condition, S waits 
until tho computer systGm randomly determines which of the two it is and aBks 
S on tha video SCl'aen either to remain and send or leave the room. If the latter, 
S zoes elsewhe1'e and engages in some quiet activity. If S is actually sending, 
then S reclines in a comfortable chair. dons headphones and goes through the 
relaxation procedure that P is experiencing. !be sending period follows next, 
fur .iwsL under a half hour. Durlnlr this time S watches a minute-Ioni rum clip 
LhaL hal:! j~(, b~en randumly tiele(,ted by the computer system. It is shown eight 
times, with approximately two minu.t.e iuLenals iu b~Lwe~n. 8 becumes 
absorbed in the contents of the clip and may draw scenes from the clip to 
facilitate focussing on it. S can hear P'e impressions and may attempt to 
reinforce mentally those impressions tho.t Beem to be a.ccuro.tc. S can hear 
anything that P says. during both the ;ending period and the judging procedtl1'9 
thRt follnw!;. Oneejt1dging is completed and the data entCilred into the computer, 
S rejoins E and P in the e%perimfmtJll ",,;t,f.1 to diset1SS the session. 

Meanwhile, once E and S have left P. E goes to the experimenter room and 
plays a l3-minute relwwliun I.tip~ that is heard by both P and S (if there is an S 
for that session). Following this, P hears whH~ nuil:l~ and attempts to ~ain 
imp:-essions of the target film, P has been encourae-ed to speak uut, luud any 
impl'essions or other mento.tion that occurs during this time. All such 
mentations as well as the judging proceSB arc tapo recorded for futu.re. 
'rAf~1'Anee, E can hear P and write down as much ofP's description as possible, 
At the end of the impreRAinn period (SRme as the sending period) if there is an 
S). E asks P how long the period seemed tn hl!~t, Rnrt t.hen ,.eads aloud P's 
impressions. to remind P and to allow P the opportunity tn p.1Rhn,.Rt.e. Ii: then 
asks P sevenLl qU~l:ILiuns about their impressions, e.g, any that were surprising. 
vi-rld, Wlusual. or frequent., asks wht::Lht!r P felt there was a sender, and asks for 
an estimAte of how deeply into an altered state r felt they had been. E also 
rates P's impressions for abundance, amount of cognitive references. proportion 
of impressions that is judgcable, biznrreness of :impressions, lability of 
;mJ1"A~FriOl'lS find E's own c:!x;pecta.tion of success. 

Then P is asked to remove the eye shieldR and t11m on the TV monitor in their 
roow. Th~ cumputer then displays all four film clips in the judging pool, to E on 
E's monitor alld Lo P un P'ts monitor. E and P discuss the four clips. with P 
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noting any correspondences and E then sl.lggesti:ng for piS consideration any 
additional possible. correspondences that E noticed but P did not mention. P can. 
TeviAw ARCh clip IlR nft.en $lSI deSlil'p.n. iJ thAn TRt.P.R Rll fnuT ~lip~ from om'! tn ~R, 
double checks them, and E enters those ratingE\ into the computer data di!;k. E 
also rates all four clips without telling P. and enters those into the computer as 
well. Once the data are stored, the computer reveals the correct target and 
prints out four eopies of the data for the se55ion, including all the conditions, the 
judginglS and the target identity. Thus the da.ta aTe stored pennanently both on 
disk end on ~ec1ietely generated multiple hard copies. E, P and S convene at 
the GDd of the session (even if there was no sender) to discuss how it went. 

7). ~ts 

At present, 72 trials have been completed, 24 in the Replication Condition. 25 in 
Send and 28 in N u Send, The results for direct hits as rated by the participants 
were as follows: Overall, 32% hiLtt, p=.112, h=.15; ReplicaLiun, 37.5% hits, 
p;;;.121, h-.27; Send, 20% hits, p=.G8, h=.02; aad No Send, 32% hiLtt, p=.278, 
h=.l S. Although not statistically significant, these reeults are encouraging. 
The RcpJico.tion Condition results are comparable in percent hits and effect size 
to the earlier Honorton work with Dynnmic Tnrgets (40% hits, h;;;,32), Our 
Sender - No Sauder Conditions differed from his conditions, so it is cliffieult to 
draw di,.ect l".omparisons. In general, our overall results compared favourably 
with his overall re~ll1tR (M% h;t.R, h=.20). 'T.'hl.l.s, with e.ven tighter conditions, 
we still appear to be obtaininE' the 2anzfeld effect although at this stage not 
quite so strongly as Honorton's £l'OUp. 

Strength of results did not differ significantly among Lh~ Lhrt!t! l:Iending 
conditions either by direct hit or 5um of ranks measures. For bOLh Oillal:iurel) Lhe 
Replication Condition (sendor known by all to be present) had the beat relSults 
but by a shInder margin, with the No Sender Condition next best by direct hit 
tally and Sender next best by sum of ranks. With larger N these small 
differences might becnmA mAAn;ngf111. or might disappear entirely. 

A second component of our analysis was to compare the Send - No Send direct 
hit sessions Lu ltet! if there was any indication that any information co mini 
through would do so in diCferenL ways, As described earHer, certain 
assessments of the chara.cteristic! of the session by P or E were gathered afLer 
the improssion period was over but before the judging period began. Two 
emerged as significant or netu'ly so. pIS were asked to estimate the duration of 
the impression panod. When the sander ws.s present, P's cstimntod durotion 
was 24.17 minutes nn $lVp.,.Age; whe.n there was no sender, the estimate was 
only 12.19 seconds W=3, p<.005, 2-tail). 1'htlg whe.n there was no &ender, P's 
felt. Lll~ Li.me had passed more quickly. Additionally, E rated each session a.q to 
how mundane Or Lu~rrt! the impression had seemed to them, With respect to 
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ga.n2£eld sessions in general, on a seven-point scole. When sender was present, 
E rated the bizarreness at 2.5 on average; when sender was absQnt, E rated 
bizarrenAAR highp.7', At ~.38 on sve,.sge. (U.9. plI.06. 2-tail). Thus the absenee 
of the sender seemed to allnw mn7'p. nnllRl1nl 0" ;dh'tsyneratic imagery to come 
throue-h, With reiard to other measures, E's rating of the lability of 
impressions was nonsignifieantly hiiher in the absence of the sender; E's rating 
of mentation abundance was Dun&;i~ni1ictl.ntly luwer in the absence of the 
sender; and filS rating of depth of state achieved was e;,&;t5tmLitl.lly the same 
whether or n~t thee was a sender. Finally we had asked P to co:a:unellt un 
whother or not they felt a sender ha.d actually been present during the session. 
Results wore right at chance both whon sender was present and not present. 

Discussion 

ThH above findings SUlin~8st that we are obtaining an effect with nu,. 
autogallzield procedurt!, despite having taken various measures to ti~ten the 
procedure over those used in previou.s research. TheIl' is evidence as well that 
when the sender is present the participant lSubjectively feels that the expe.rience 
is lasting longer and there is more mundane mentation reported. There is also 
very woak evidonce that when sender is present the impressions are more 
~ bundant and the theme, are more consistent, loss labile. Combining these 
themAFI. it. msy be that when. interactive with a sender, more information comos 
into awareness but it tendR t.n h~ve a greater component of Slafe, cohesivo, 
business as usual imagery. which is added on and may make the Rp.R/;;on see.m 
longer. If I.ht!l"t! iii no sender, at some level one is freer to be off on one's own and 
let frel!lh and unusual impressions ewerl{t' mure naturally, Further data are 
neoded to examine these trends in more detail. 

hom: rgMarch 

The present series will be extended through 96 sessions, onding in mid-June. at 
which time the exiAting tTends will be reanalyzed and a fullor analysis done of . 
the data as a whole, including an 9TS11linatioD of individual diffQrGnces 
currelates both overall and within each condit.;nn. IT!'*'Perimenter ratinS', will be 
analysed descripLively as well; at present E ratings appear slightly mn'l'f.!! 

positive than P rat.illg~, but are not included here as they were not part of a 
proplilnned analysis. More detailed examjnation uf L~ mentation reports under 
the three conditions will also be done. A followup stu.dy building on these 
findings is intended, resources permitting. We will also be exploring certHin 
modifications oltho tachniquo to streamlino it and facilitate replication 
attempts by ntheT 'l"esearchers, ;uch a.s shortening the monto.tion period and 
modifying the blind jl1rlging protocol. We continue to bo impressod by the 
ganzCeld as a technique for producing reaMnnbly consistent effects, but it is 
labour-intensive and somewhat expensive to do with propP.'!" ,;:afeguards. 
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